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Woman Shot During Father Of 10 Jailed In Miss.; Family Suffering In Memphis
iDispute Over $1,000 $2599 Reported At 1
Mother And 10 Kids
• •
UNCF Kickoff Meet
Face Eviction Today
•

Three persons were shot in
The man, who is still being
three separate incidents in var- sought, fired three tirhes anti
bus parts of Memphis during hit White twice in the chest.
the weekend. Two persons Witnesses told officers that
are being held in custody, and White, Who had been
drinking, More than $2,500 was reanother is being sought,
heavily, pulled a knife on the ,
•
:d Monday night of this
BREADWINNER IN JAIL
On Saturday at 11:35 p.m., suspect before the man began:porte
lweek at the kickoff meeting
John Kearney of 5015 Spotts- firing.
Mrs. Cliftee Davis of 284 Adolphus M. had been out of'
wood was shot once in the left
The victim is in John Gas-of the United Negro College
leg by a 15-year-old boy after ton hospital in critical condi-I Fund campaign which will
the hospital enly two days last Oct. 28 when the police came
Kearney separated the youth hon. Witnesses gave police the :
.
by and told her husband, Sant, 40, that they had a warrant
continue through Dec. 16, it
and another boy who were name of the suspect.
for his arrest.
was announced by the general
fighting in an apartment at WANTED TO SPEND
190 Cossitt.
. At 215 S. Fourth street,.chairman, George D. Clark,
"They told him that they didn't know what it was for,"
Insp. E. C. Swann said thatiMrs. Ora Mae Taylor was shot Jr., principal of A. B. Hill
Mrs. Davis said, "but he went with them. Later on, my
the boy was struck arid a chair:in the left side of the neck in Elementary School.
mother called cbwn there and the officers told her the same
broken over his head by Kear- ' an argument over how $1,000,
n moneyaig
reported
ney when the boy fired the Which had been awarded to Campr
thing, that they were holding him for Mississippi officials."
guri the second and third the son of her 64-year-old boy at the initial meeting included
BREADWINNER IN JAIL — Things were
Until a woman with a heavy foreign accent called the
she Is seen with her 10 children who range
time. But he remained con- friend should be spent.
41,074 from faculty and staff, difficult enough for this family when the
in ages from 16 to three weeks. Last week Tri-State Defender last week and told about a woman besciOus and blasted a_ fourth. Insp. Swann said witnesses'members of LeMoyne. $5001
!nain breadwinner was with them and work.
the family was without food and not in a
and fifth time as he made his said Andrew Spencer told the i r
mg, but the situation has become impossiposition to receive anything. Food for about ing in a destitute condition at 284 Adolphus street, Mrs.
tuif om the college's General
t, but none of the bullets woman he did not wish
ble for Mrs. Cliftee and her 10 children since
10 days has been supplied by the Mississippi Davis did not know what had become of her husband.
!Alumni
Association,
$250
from
nd their mark,
spend all of the money given
her husband was arrested and sent back to
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church. There
Then too, she ltrd other major problems: how to feed
As he left the apartment for Devoy Spencer, his son, la dance recital conducted last
Mississippi and given a six month term in
are nine boys and one girl in the family.
I spring by students trained by
with the weapon, the boy ran but the woman insisted.
the children and keep a roof over their heads.
jail
for
driving
his
Here
(MLR
Photo)
car out of the state,
Miss
Ratcliffe,
Roberta
Mai
into the arms of the police
As he tried to leave— they
• • •
— —
who had been summoned by said Mrs. Taylor kept follow-Iand $831 received at LeMoyne
ONE BUNCH OF GREENS
persons hearing the shots.
ing him and he finally threat-'from other sources this year. 1 V
Calling at the home, a reporter found the family with
BLAMES FRIEND
ened to OM her and fired a Miss Harry Mae Simons,
Robert White, 32, of 1740 shot striking the woman in principal of Magnolia Elemenonly one 24-pound sack of flour and a bunch of greens left
tary School, is chairman of
Kansas st., told police that a the left side of the neck.
by a sympathetic huckster standing between the family and
"good friend" of his was re- Spencer will be charged the city teachers division this
starvation.
sponsible for shooting him with assault with intent to year, and Cornell Wells. prinMrs. Davis said the children had only had a piece of bread
twice in the chest last Sunday murder. Mrs. Taylor is re- ii cipal of the E. A. Harrold
for their breakfast.
morning at the corner of Kan- covering in John Gaston os-,School in Millington, is serving
as
chairman
of
the
county
'pital.
ass and Fay.
While the reporter was there, a representative from a
The first annual ''Miss SoAmong entertainers slated
• ---,teachers division.
ciul
contest sponsored to appear are the famous Teen
real estate firm came and wanted to know how soon she
OTHER VOLUNTEERS:
by the Memphis branch of the Town Singers, talent from 11
would be able to pay the rent. She has been given until
Other volunteer campaignNAACP will be climaxed on county and city schools, and
today (Wednesday) to bring her rent up to date. This past
ers for the fund includes: Dr.
Friday night with the crown- such popular entertainers as
A. K. Smith, Mrs. Ann L.
weekend, Mrs. Davis did not have a nickel on it, and she
Anita "Little Ree" Louis, C.
Weathers, Mrs. Dasiy Peebles
believes she will be put out, because the woman in the other
Miller "The Delti Flash" DougNorman, Miss Naomi Gordon,
side of the house with seven children was recently evicted
las, Great "Little Man." and
Edwin Dalgtrom, Miss Johnnie
for non-payment.
group
"Sugar
Buns,"
a
the
Mae Rodgers, Mrs. Ethyl H.
• • •
representing four schools and
1Venson, T. R. McLemore, A.
FROM PLANTATION
tinder the management of
C. Williams, the Rev. John C.
Mrs. "Cat" Johnson.
Only one reporter and onelLoekard's family and other Mickle and Mrs. Juanita StanMrs. Davis said that she and her husband and children
TWO CONTESTANTS
photographer were on hand friends who remained for the back.
moved on to the W. V. Mabley plantation at Coshoma, Miss.,
A. Hy* Park eighth grader
JOHNETTA JOHNSON
T.' Lockard swearing in.of Downing Also 'Dr. Peter Cooper,
— Allen Atty.
last March with four rooms of' furniture and her husband
and a Cleeter High school junPryor, local automobile dealer,
Illened his campaign head- who was elected to fill the George Holloway Jr., Melvin
Lena
Mae Oliver is the daugh- was paid four dollars a day for driving a tractor.
ior are among the young womConley, John Taylo r, W.
ter of Mrs. Eddie M. Oliver
In June, she said they were told to leave and not take
quarters in a building at the other vacancy on the court.
en seeking the title.
Stockton, Mrs. Lillie BransMiss Johnetta Johnson, of 3653 Sewanee rd., and a anything with them, and they left in a second-hand car
corner of Wellington and Beale Mr. Pryor received the oath comb, Miss Eunice Carruthers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John member of the Macedonia Bap- which they bought after "making a crop" on the previous
of office from Judge Robert Miss Erma Laws, Dr. W. W.
several weeks ago.
A. Johnson,'Jr., of 1719 Oak- tist church, where she sings plantation.
But it was a different story McRae, who said he expected Gibson, Roscoe McWilliams,
wood at., is .an eighth grade in the choir.
on Monday morning when he his fellow church member to Howard Sims, Mrs. Wilhel"We moved, because we didn't want to be killed," she
She is being sponsored by
student at Hyde Park Elementook the oath of Justice of serve government in the same mien Lockard and Mrs. Mai I.
said.
Precinct
and
2
Levi
1
Bethlehem
the
attends
and
tary
Peace of the Shelby County way he has devoted himself'Fitzgerald.
"Ike did borrow twelve dollars on it to carry it through
Clubs of Shelby County. DemBaptist church.
Quarterly Court and took his to civic 'and business in the, And J. A. Beauchamp, J. A
She is pianist for the school ocratic clot), the United Civic inspection," she recalled, "but that was taken out of the
community.
seat as one of the squires.
;Bradford, Atty. H. T. Lockglee club and a pupil of Omar League and her church.
money Mr. Mabley paid my husband."
Both of the newly-elected ard, Frank Lewis, the Rev.
The 44-year-old attorney
Miss Oliver is a member of
Robinson. Miss Johnson, sponAfter coming to Memphis, Mr. Davis obtained a job
was sworn in by Judge Wil- squires made brief remarks Lawrence Haygood, Elder
of
Homemakers
sored by the VIP Bridge club, the New
doing construction work, earning at least two and half times
liam B. Leffler of Circuit after they received the oaths. Blair T. Hunt, B. G. Olive Jr.,
LENA OLIVER
Junior
Unitwill appear in the talent show. America and the
Court, who said the new squire Mr. Lockard ended up by in- A. Maceo Walker, Charlie
as much as he was able to make on the plantation in MisA junior at Geeter. Miss ed Civic League, Inc.
nearly everyone Mitchell, Harold Whalum, Nev- ing of the young woman durhad shown himself capable of troducing
sissippi.
Bruce
court
talent.
contest
in
had
come
the
Senging
a
the
who
to
A.
duties
of
Mrs.
W.
the
Jones,
• • •
performing
erson
•
stacke, Mrs. Robert Davidson, Hall at LeMoyne college.
office to which he was elected for the ceremony.
TIME
SERVING
In charge of the talent conMrs. Pryor was also pre- Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Simpon Nov. 3.
A call was made to the Coahoma County jail in ClarksLooking on while flashbolbs present to see her husband ac- son, Matthew Thornton Jr., test and coronation will be A.
dale, Miss., and the jailer informed this newspaper that Mr.
popped and newsreel cameras cept his seat on the Shelby Dr. Hollis F. Price and Robert C. Williams, who is responsible for the talent show.
M. Ratcliffe Sr.
Davis had been tried and found guilty of "borrowing money
rolled were members of Squire County Quarterly Court
with the intent to defraud" and "carrying mortgaged proper•
ty out of the state," and that Judge Rodney Brooks had
Ael'LANTA — (UP1)—Writer Louis Lomax sentenced him to six months in the county jail and fined
warned that a bloody racial revolution still could him $500.
Charges were brcught .against him by 111r. Mabley, his
sweep America unless "black and white come up with
After the parade, the ND- 1918 when the Allies granted a new kind of commitment to the human problem." former employer in Coahurna.
Douglass High School's ND- NDCC units to delight and enspectators CC sponsors, captains, lieu- an armistice to the Central
Mrs. Davis said that the only thing they brought out
Lomax, author of several best sellers on the race
CC Unit won first place again tertain the many
tenant colonels and queens Powers in World War I. It was issue, told Emory University
with military music.
of the state was the 1949 Studebaker sedan. After they got to
consecutive
year
fourth
for the
were treated to a luncheon at formerly called Armistice Day. sociology students that the Ne'MISS NDCC'
Lomax, who lectures all over Memphis, various neighbors contributed enough used furntas Veterans' Day was cele- Miss Gwendolyn Jones, sen- the mid-town branch of HoliM. N. Conley is principal of
gro has chosen "middle class the world on the American ra- ture for them to outfit the three-room house in which they
brated by the citizens of Mem- ior at Douglass High School day Inn. They were guests of Douglass High School.
but
that
the
revolution" so far
cial scene and who has an- now live.
phis with the annual parade. and winner of the city title, the professor of military sciNegro masses have hardly been nounced intentions to go next
One of Mrs. Davis' neighbors told the reporter that she
Thousands of Memphians "Miss NDCC of 1964-65" led ence of the NDCC units, Majot
to Red China, said the only-thing
would like to help the woman and her 10 children, but that
stood solemnly as members of the NDCC units of the parade. George Robinson.
that can prevent an uprising by
the military saluted passing All units marched with pre- GUEST SPEAKERS
,Negro masses is a basic change she was presently having a difficult time feeding her own
Lee Thompson, assistant
American flags during the re- cision in a most dignified and
in the attitude of white people. family.
cent parade along Main Street. military manner. Doug- superintendent of the Mem"I dont see overt violence on FOOD SENT
Both NDCC and ROTC lass High School's NDCC unit phis City Schools, and Attor• * •
the part of the Negro," Lomax
Lockard,
guest
Units of our city schools par- won first place for their per- ney H. T.
said. I do see self defense.
visited
the State Welfare departDavis
said
she
Mrs.
the
role
emphasized
judges'
speaker
ticipated in the parade as formance before the
"I see the masses of Negroes
ment, but was told that she had not been living in Tennessee
tribute was paid to veterans [ stand at Court Square. This every person in America could
losing their final straw of faith
who helped defend our great year makes the fourth consec- play in keeping our country
in the integrity of the American the required time to be 'considered for help.
KHARTOUM, Sudan — (LIN }
country in times of peace and utive time Douglass' unit has safe, strong and democratic.
The children, nine boys and one girl, range in ages fruits
power
structure. I am afraid
won_first—place for their pre- ,Veterans Day is a U.S. Na- — President Ibrahim Abboud
war.
16 to three weeks.
ready
to
Negroes
are
tear
up
Manassas, Booker T. Wash- argon. Hamilton High'won sec- tional holiday honoring veter- who was forced to yield most
this country because when you
The plight of the family was revealed during services
ington and Carver High bands 'ond place and Carver High, ans of the armed forces on of his power to a civilian govhave 20 millidn people who do last Saturday at the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adthe anniversary of the date in ernment last month, quit as
were interwoven between the third.
not have full freedom that's ventist church, and the offioers voted out enough funds to
chief of state and commander
just too many mad people."
food was delivered
of the armed forces.
On the recent election, Li). feed the family for at least 10 days. The
41101
There were reports that Ab#1 I inir.
max said southerners voted Saturday night and the woman and her children expressed
"
boud, who took power in a 1958
for Barry Goldwater strictly on their gratitude.
,4
coup, had left the country.
LOUIS LOMAX
the race Issue.
NOTE: The Tri-State Defender has noted through past
lo*Nag S
Be announced his resignation
"We know you white southof this kind has come to the atIn a broadcast to the nation. touched by progress 6' the erners are fickle lovers," he years that whenever a case
tention of its readers, they have always come to the rescue
He was leaving," he said, "In movement.
said. "You would have voted
accordance with the people's "So far there has been only the Communist ticket if it had and shared their blessings with others. And the staff has
wishes to end military rule in an attempt to put certain Ne- come out against us (the Ne- also assisted in these instances.
•••
groes at the fringes of the pow- groes). The
all its forms."
moment you deTen days of riots, demonstra- er structure," he said.
Democratic party, SHARE BLESSINGS
serted
the
tions, and ,strikes last month Lomax predicted that one of you gave us strength. Now it is
A$ we prepare to give thanks for another year, it would
resulted in 40 deaths and forced the major problems that will up to you to decide whethet the be well to consider the poor in our midst, who have been
Abboud, a 64-year old British- confront Dr. Martin Luther South will change or be washed
forced to suffer.
trained officer, to turn over his King Jr., and his non-violent away emotionally."
The woman's m('ss. pressing need is for her rent, but her
premiership to a civilian, Sirr- movement will be "keeping
peace witn his own people."
children do not have proper clothing — most of them need
El-Ktiatm El Khalifa.
Negro History shoes.
Khalifa hailed Abboud's resit- "If the Negro gets his free- Know Your
nation as "expressive of the dom through non-violence it will Benjamin Bannekcr. mathemaBoth individuals and organizations may wish to assist
be the first time in history it tician, astronomer and invennation's wish for stability."
Davis and her children.
Mrs.
It said this would pave the has happened," Lomax said. tor, surveyed the District of
Main Street is Miss Gwendolyn Jones, a
MISS NDCC RIDES—Leading the parade
may be sent to the Tri-State Defender,
'Contributions
in
gotten
Columbia for L'Enfant and
senior at Douglass High school, who has way for the elections it has "Everything you have
of National Defense Cadet Corps units in
helped plan the new capital. Box 311, Memphis, or call 528-8397.)
America has been in blood."
rhomised.
the title of "Miss NDCC of 196445."
ths annual Veterans' Day Parade dosvo

S

ocial Belle' Contest
o n Friday Night

Flashbulbs Pop As
Lockard Takes Oath

Pouglass Unit Tops In Veterans Day Parade

Warns Nation Of
Bloody Race Revolt

Ex-Sudan
Chief Quits
Country
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J1NON. KYUNG CHO, Korean Classical Dancer,in Recital at LeMOYNE
1 COLLEGE Monday, November 23,1964, 8:30 P.M.----Bruce Hall
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served "out of thes- back door"
He said be answered that he
liked it inside the restaurant
and the waiter "began cursing
and told us that we would have
to leave the premises because
he did not serve Negroes on
the inside of the place."
The waiter was identifed
the petition as Walter Joe
BIRMINGHAM — (U P I) — Attorneys brought Adams Jr. filed the suit in the Bailey, 38, husband of the
direct suit under terms of the civil rights law in behalf Federal District Court here. owner.
of two Negroes who allege a restaurant refused to He asked that the restaurant be "I believe in rights for Neenjoined from the alleged disserve them.
crimination and asked for a groes," Bailey said. "but I
It was the first time in Alabama that Negroes had
"speedy" hearing.
want my own rights, too."
initiated their own action for
The attorney said Mrs. Bailey The restaurant is in an old
protection under the public ac- den, Ala., charged they were violated sectisa two of the Civil
commodations section of the refused service at the "Rebel's Rights Act. oy refusing service section of Gadsden called Alanevi law and was believed to Roost" restaurant by the own- to Leola Hoyt and her daugh- bama City.
er, Mrs. Mary Bailey.
ter, Shirley, on Aug. 1, and In previous litigation to force
he the first such action in the
They said they entered the Faulkner on Aug. 5.
compliance with the civil rights
country.
The Justice Department had restaurant at Gadsden, fre- Faulkner said he was told by section, the Justice Department
tere' the brought suits in Tuscaloosa. A
previously brought the only Ifti- quented mostly by working a waiter when he
people, on Aug. 5 and were re- restairrant and sat down to be
gations under the act.
served that he could not be white man in Birmingham
The Negroes, Leola Hoyt and fused service both times.
Joseph Faulkner, both of Gads- Negro Attorney Oscar W. served inside but would be fi!ed suit to overthrow the law.

Ala. Negligees Initiate
Restaurant Rights Suit

HOLIDAY WRAPPED

DARK CYE:S
A great favorite
in Memphis

CUTTING BIRTHDAY CAKE—Getting ready to serve his
birthday cake to friends attending the party given by his
parents is Joe Henry Leake, a junior at Melrose High school.
Seated around the table, from left, are Larry Rubin, Robert
Tribble, Rosie Bell and Sandra C. Hill. Standing, same
order, are Shirley Ann Casalit, Joe Hill, Sandra W. Hill,
Andrew Moore, Jesse Rockamore, Joe Henry Leake, the
• honoree; Johnny Calhoun, Kathy Graham, Thomas Malone,
James Hill, Janice Thomas, Brenda Burns and Anthony Hill.
The party was held In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Leake of 1975 Edward ave. (McChristian Photo)

Miss. Tries To
Halt Freedom Unit
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —The state moved to
halt operation of the "Freedom Democratic Party,"
which said it would challenge seating of the Mississippi delegation to the 89th Congress.
Chancery Court Judge Stokes Robertson hear a
suit asking him to make
• state
permanent an injunction he is- prevent

seating of the Mississued earlier forbidding the pre- sippi delegation on grounds it
dominantly Negro group from was illegally elected.
FDP produced the major batfunctioning.
tle of the Democratic National
The state's action came un- Convention this year with a
der a law giving the first polit- challenge to the seating of the
ical party ,registering a name regular Mississippi delegation.
I. exclusive rights to the name. Their challenge brought a deThe Regular Democratic party mand that regular Democrats
had registered the word "Dem- sign a loyalty oath before they
could be seated.
ocratic."
EDP Atty. Melvin Zarr of FDP was formed as an out.
New York City argued the or- growth of the Summer civil
ganization was the only politi- rights drive in the state. FDP
cal group loyal to the Demo- leaders said they started the
cradc party and its candidates, movement because they were
Lawrence Guyot, chairman not allowed to participate in
of FDP, announced in Wash- Democratic Party activities in
ington the group would seek to the state.

•

Your choice of decanter or
bottle, each gift-wrapped in

Starts Sat., Nov. 21
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The meeting was sponsored
by Sears Roebuck and company through the arrangements made by Taylor C. 13.
Hayes and B. M. Riley, retail
manager of the store.
Also present for the meetMembers of the faculty of were Miss Ruth Downing and ing was Mose Walker, Jr., assistant principal of the school.
Booker T. Washington High I Mrs. Loretta kateo, both of
are
;Family
Service.
school
getting acquainted
with the various services be- I Judge Turner pointed out
ing made available by social the ways in which teachers
CAN YOU USE
and welfare organizations by ;can work with Juvenile Court
hearing various representa-1in preventing and reducing
MORE
tives at assemblies.
the juvenile delinquency rate.
I
.
Recently the faculty, led by'During
a question and answer
Principal J. D. Springer, at- ,period he explained the retended a luncheon meeting at sults of stricter application of
GROUND FLOOR
First Baptist Church Lauder- laws at his court.
STERiCK BUILDING
dale.
Mrs. Kateo served as mis-WHIR( IO.AS EMI v 0U
Before the luncheon they tress of eermonies for the
GET PADIR/NIIAI
heard an address by Juvenile meeting, and Miss Downing
SIRVICI
Court Judge Kenneth Turner. told about the services which
I Present for the luncheon are offered by their agency.

BTW Teachers Hear
Three At Luncheon

1

1

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. John A. Carver, Jr., assistant secretary, U.S. Dept. of Interior, will deliver the keynote
address at the 17th annual meeting of the North Carolina Reis source-Use Education conference at North Carolina College
at Durham. Other principal participants are Dr. Samuel E.
Duncan, president of Livingstone College, Salisbury, N. C.,
and Dr. Theodore R. Speigner,
director of NCC Division of Resource-Use Education and state
chairman of NCRUEC.

CANCER RESEARCH AT TSU -- When the Tennessee
Academy of Science meets Nov. 27-28, papers by these
graduate students and head biology professor will be read.
From left are William Briggs, Dr. John M. Maltette, Charles
Jiles and Ivan Davis. Their research is an indirect approach
to cancer research.
—
949************••••••••4+*********••00*****#*- untied
to the area designated
ifor dispersal.
I THE SADDEST WORDS: "It
might have been." Lewis Taliaferro, who would like to go
THE VETERANS DAY parade down Main Street last
;week was a mere march until
the section led by the Manassas High school band ar••••*****•*****•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••; rived on the scene and gave
STREET VENDORS who There is some talk of a grid. it that old time parade spirit.
of the NDCC units were
had not gotten the word that iron match between
the Melthe parade would be confined
sharp and snappy, and all of
to Main Street, set up their rose Golden Wildcats and the the NDCC girls pretty. riding
candy apple and popcorn Christian Brothers football In the convertibles.
MAIN STREET ONLY—In
stands on the usual spots on teams. A local firm is holding
Beale only to see the crowd out a $5,000 guarantee to each to Washington, might be ponkeep walking. Some had team in hopes that something dering that quotation now.
enough of the confections left concrete will develop. Some Mr. Taliaferro wanted to run
to last the rest of the year. believe that such an arrange- for the post which was won
Is there such a thing as a ment would pack Crump Sta- by George Grider, but he
candy apple cobbler? It sounds dium.
changed his mind for some
'good, and a person with some years past, the NDCC reason and decided to seek his
enough of the gooey fruit left units have been detoured old seat in the State Senate.
over might be able to win a down Beale when they got to On Nov. 3. he ended up as the
prize with a new recipe.
that intersection on Main, but:most popular candidate in the
GAME OF THE YEAR— this year all participahts con- I county with 116,000 plus votes.
A couple years ago he came in
third behind Rep. Clifford
'Davis and Ross Pritchard in
,t the Democratic primary. Well,
; there will be other elections,
and a fellow can keep trying.
LOUISVILLE — Curtis H.
Norris, supervisor of training,
Mammoth Life and Accident
:nsurance company has attained the Chartered Life Uunderwriter designation and is privileged now to use the term
Kindly send me the Tri-State
• CLU after his name and to
•wear the CLU key.
Defender to address below
Mr. Norris is also eligible for
membership in the American
year $6.00 Six months $3.50
One
Society of Chartered Life Underwriters, a professional body
whose principal objective is to
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
maintain high standards of insurance service to the public.
The American College of
Life Underwriters grants the
C.L.U. or C.L.U. associated designation to persons in life and
Zone No
health insurance who pass a I Street Addrels
and ethical requirements of
Stot•
CIty
• the college.
This year 1,100 men and '
women will be awarded the
designation, bringing to 12,722
the number who have received it since the college was
founded in 1927.
JOINED IN '51
Mr. Norris joined Mammoth
Life and Accident company in
1951, and served as district
manager of the Indianapolis
•office from that year until
1962 when he became supervisor of training for the cornpany and was transferred to
the home office in Louisville.
He is marrf.d to the former
Miss Minnie Calloway of Atlanta. They are the parents of
two daughters. Mr. Norris rerecived the bachelor of science
degree in business administration from West Virginia State

COATY
COSMETICS
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ATTENTION WOMEN
OFFERS YOU

Earn Extra Income
PART TIME HOURS
OF YOUR OWN CHOICE
s2" per hour
AVERAGE EARNING
Mr'. C. B. Hardy
JA 6-9220

CALL
Mrs. Ruthy Williams
942-1473

PHONE 452-9316

CARL'S

Mammoth Training Supervisor

MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH

Receives CLU Certificate

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY $100
2544 SUMMER AVE

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

New Stthscription Order

GO BY,BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Step into

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Yhor• Is a reason why peocoplie
lik• to do bu•1n•ss with us. You,
too, will Met our courteous treatment and &mire to We you.
"Open Thursday one/ Friday
Nighty Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 900 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
.
Home Owned • Home Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. Ilk, to coy vire to your

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

JA 7-9320
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UNION AUTO SALES
444
UNION
WE SPECIALIZE IN GOOD

•
•

BLACK or
BROWN
$3095
you'll wcar Stacy-Adams Shoes for
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand -craftsmanship . rich styling .. . luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll catry you
through many seasons.

•
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•
•

SOLID CARS
THE KIND YOU CAN RIDE
AND DRIVE IN COMFORT
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1954 MODELS THRU 1960
$195

PRICES
THRU

s895

BAD CREDIT or NO CREDIT
WE FINANCE MORE PEOPLE

loon roqu•st"
ExernIn•d and Sup•rvis•el by
th• Stet* Deportment •4
Insuranc• and Rankin,.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison,. JA 5-1611

TAILORS

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

•
•
•

—Quick Loans—

2H 5

Memphis, T*****see
"YOUR Company Hikes Whet You Ask For An/
Creates What You Think Of"

NEED
CASH!
.t.ADNE

•

(except the people who drink it)

aEASLEY.JONES • RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

526-1856
:
• Union Auto Sales

1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them.

444 Union: Ll
tentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey,86 Proof. The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort & t ouicvitle. Ky.
• .
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ik4tion pays dividends," Dr.
Walker outlined the yeai ly
earnings according to the number of years spent in the educational process.
DIFFERENCE
He said, "Those who drop out before the eighth grade
earn an average of $2 550
NASHVILLE — "The walls Universal Life Insurance corn- yearly, those who get a high le
The Trinity C. M.E. Church name; Mrs. Magnolia Adams
of segregation are crumbling pany president admonished, school diploma earn $5,567 and
at 650 Wells Ave. will be ob- decoration; Mrs. Katie Burfast and you must be ready,"
serving its annual Women's chett,
"Education pays the highest a college degree commands
publicity and Mrs.
Dr. A. Maceo Walker told
Day, Sunday Nov. 22. The Lugerta Strong. Miss Velma
$9,206 annually, There is a
Tennessee State University dividends and is the only in- six and one half thousand -dolguest speaker for the 3:00 Lois Jones, assisted by Miss
vestment that pays off to the lar a year advantage in getstudents last Tuesday.
P.M. service will be Mrs. Addie
B. Jackson, is serving
Bertha Bond Walker, a mem-1
Featured
speaker during tune or forty-to-one in our ting a college degree."
as general chairman.
her of Mt. Pleasant Baptist'
"Techological advances of
the university's American Ed- modern economy."
church, Ja mes Subdivision, Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is
ucation Week observance, the Proving his point that "Ed- today move so swiftly that
pubThe
church.
of
the
pastor
where she is a member of the
early school - drop outs are an
Senior Sunday School class lic is cordially invited.
8 to 1 bet to end up on
and the Missionary Society.
welfare," the Bluff City
money wbiz explained.
She received her B.S. DeHe concluded, "With the ingree at Tennesse State Unicreased
versity and is a first grade
opportunities for
trained
teacher at Spring Hill School.
minds and skilled
Following a spirited cam- hands, it is time that our
Mrs. Walker is Worthy Matron of Spring Hill Chapter of
paign at Henderson Business churches, fraternal land social
O.E.S. and takes part in civic
Members of the Christian college, officers for the 1964- organizations channel in g,r e
activities. She is a member of
money into the education of
Service club presented a pro- 85 Student Council were elect- our bright young
Floral Arts Association, and is
students.
gram last Sunday afternoon at ed.
the proprietor of a floral shop
the Greater Hyde Park Bap- They are Clementine Cole,
in Raleogh.
The highlight of the day
tist church, and music was president; Patricia WashingWho, board, Deaconeeo,
Will be the "Woman of the
furnished by New Light Bap- ton, vice president; Lillie BraMother of Church,
EDITORS CHAT WITH MEMPHIAN—Re- • table discussion at the University's Student
Year Award" to be given to
Nano,, M/soionarh
Union last week. Olasope and Pearse are
tist church and members of den, secretary; Shirley Portercent visitors to the Tennessee State univerPrayer tend
the deserving woman in the
in the United States as part of the State Desity campus were Emmanuel Abiola Olathe Shiloh male chorus of Shi- field and Norma Daniels, seccommunity, Former recipients
Nylon, Dacron, Cotten,
partment's Foreign Leaders Piogram-Afrisope, news editor of Radio Nigeria, and
loh Baptist church.
Poplin, Sloes 5 to 32
are the late Mrs. Willa Mcetaries, and Norma Daniels,
can Journalist Group. Miss Harris, an eleMichael A. 0. Pearse, editor of the Nigerian
Leap,Short end /
3
4 Sleeves
Williams Walker, 1961; Mrs.
Rev. L. 0. Taylor was host treasurer.
mentary education major, is the daughter of
Daily Express. Here they are seen exchang'ADM FOP 0514ERG
Maxine A. Smith, 1962; and
pastor for the program.
Mrs. Mary Harris of Memphis.
ing cultural information with TSU freshAND
ORGANIZATIONS
Also Dorothy Crook, busiMrs. Lucille Price, 1963.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presman Miss Virginia EISITiS following a round
ness manager; Ethel Mays and
Lowest Maw Available
Chairmen of committees are
ident
of
the
club.
Mrs.
EarnesWRITE FOR FREE C51A104 #7
Bonnie
Collins, sergeants-alMrs. Imogene Hill, program;
be the speaker.
tine
Roberts
chairis
program
arms;
Estella
Mays,
chaplain; SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
McDowell,
Maude
Miss
Rev. John Charles Mickle,
man, and Mrs. Willie Ada and Dorothy Buggs and Con701 NH.,NA.
65 Whit•hall St., S W
MRS. BERTHA WALKER
awards; Mrs. Alice Gill, fi\president will be in charge. Clark is club reporter.
Woad tee S. D.C.
Atlante3, Gootela
suella Burns, reporters.
The Memphis-Shelby Counin the party as soon as it repty Interdenominational Minis- I
resents some of their views."
ters Alliance will meet at the
Wilkins said there are many
!Sarah Brown branch of the
Negro Republicans and although
!YWCA at 1044 Mississippi l
IL.... bolted this year to support
The Walker Avenue PTA blvd. on Monday, Nov. 23,,
I
President Lyndon Johnson, they 1 observed American Education I starting at 11 a.m.
Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of
1 Week during its recent regular
are not lost for good.
Metropolitan Baptist church,
Wilkins did not elaborate on monthly meeting.

College Degree Worth
$6,500,Says Walker

'Woman Of Year'To
Be Named At Trinity

inG

Christian Service Menderson Elects
Club Presents A
S;udent Officers
Pm:ram At Church

UNIFORMS

l

aler kve. PTA
0:4erves Arnim!
Wee

I

'Ministers Alliance ;will
To Meet On Monday

RAIDERS OFFER
MORTON $200,000

Presenting the program were
assaiaawo 1 the "views" he spoke of, but
sixth
grade
l1 it was clear he referred to Bar-. members of
Goldwater's vote against the; classes with the fifth grade SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
choir furnishing the music — The San Francisco ChroniCivil Rights Bill.
corn-, under the direction of Miss cle repo
reported that the Oakland
Wilkins told a news confer-1 Phyllis Brooks.
..Ba
.
:
,clers have offered Univerence he was gratified with the
sit of California quarterback '
way most places in the South The theme and purpose of
Rut' WILKINS
American Education
Week!,Craig Morton a five-year conhave made a start toward
, .
totalling
Iplian :e with the civil rights . were given by Mrs. F. M. Da- , ac
According to the dispatch, the
law. But he added there still'vis, program chairman. An ap- i
'
Raiders
had
made Morearlier
are "pockets" of non-compli- peal for new PTA memberton a three-year. $t25,000 offer.
a nce.
ships was made by the mem- .
The American Football League
He singled out Mississippi asi bership chairman, Mrs' jer-' club upped its offer, the Chronithe "worst state in the union" lene Taylor.
cle said, in anticipation of bidas far as race relations go and
Charles Patterson, the prin- ding competition from the New
aid
the
NAACP
will urge the cipal, urged all parents to vis- York Giants.
,.
Federal government to re-exit Walker Elementary during; The Giants currently own the
amine
the
allocation
of federal American Education Week,
i worst record (2-6-2) in the NaTALLAHASCEE, Fla. —(UPI)
funds to that state in the fields
Itional Football League and
— Roy Willdns, executive secof space, military and educe- Mrs. Valeria Fifer is presi- should they finish last, they
retary of the NAACP, said Ne-itional aid "to determine if it
dent of the school's PTA chap- would have first choice in the
gro Republicans "will be backlshould be withheld."
iter.
annual NFL draft on Nov. 28.
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Wilkins Tells
GOP Leaders
'Think Negro'

/
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We're lucky. Memphis has great police and fire
departments. We know how good they are, because
we work with them. And have to stay on our toes
to give them the quick cooperation they need to
get the job done right.
Who are we?
The 2000 people who work in
Memphis' telephone corn•
munications network.
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FREE
T.V. Bingo Cards 1
At
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Political History
Some few but intriguing precedents were established in the
course of the national elections.
For the first time since it was
created in 1800, the District of
Columbia was allowed to ballot
for the Presidential and the Vice
Presidential candidates. And
Washington brightened the capital on Election Day with parades,
led by high schools bands.
The constitutional amendment
giving residents of the District
the right to vote was passed by
the House only after a provision
for two Senators and two Representatives had been deleted.
The biggest bloc of votes was
registered by Negro Democrats
who outnumber Republicans by
more than three to one. Goldwater was never a favorite
among the city's large middleclass Negro population and even
among rock-solid white Republicans there were many desertions to Lyndon B. Johnson.
The head of the District's Republican committee was so discouraged by the Negroes lack
of enthusiasm for the GOP ticket, that he finally abandoned the
campaign for their votes. Goldwater himself made a great deal
of Washington's high crime rate,
which he attributed to Negroes
in the slums. Yet he voted
against the welfare measures
that would have eased the anguished and the pangs of the
unfortunate.
Goldwater, throughout the
campaign, spoke with vehemence
against Federal aid in any form
or shape for the masses. He prescribed the old nostrum of rugged Americanism as an antidote
to poverty. He wEs not interested in allaying social unrest as
a result of hunger, unrelieved
misery and hopelessness. He said
that people were poor by design.
The Arizona Senator was
against giving the right to vote
to residents of the District He
was against that most cherished
of principles-local sell-government. And there is not a word
about home rule in the GOP
platform.
Another precedent was established when the President's wife,

Lady Bird Johnson, took the
campaign trail on behalf of her
candidate-husband. Not since the
late Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
roamed the world as her husband's "eyes and ears" has a
President's wife made such a
political impact as has Mrs.
Lyndon Johnson.
She journeyed through eight
states of the Old Confederacy,
speaking and visiting hovels and
coal mines, Negro slums, and
one-room country school houses,
telling the one-fifth of the nation which lives in poverty that
it is not forgotten
Early in October, she was assigned the task, never before
given to a First Lady, of holding
a major region for her husband-the South which was breaking
away from its traditional moorings. President Johnson's open
support for Civil rights had embittered the whole South. But
Lady Bird kept Goldwater from
swaying the entire Southland to
his views.
Though the Senator carried
six Southern states, there were
nine others below the Mason
and Dixon Line that voted for
Johnson. The credit belongs assuredly to Mrs. Johnson. The
President and his running mate,
Hubert Humphrey made scattershot visits to key areas. However, the main thrust in the
South was the Lady Bird Special, a carnival train with nineteen coaches, featuring pretty
girls, balloons, banners, campaign
buttons, whistles, LBJ hats and
a mass of other political paraphernalia, in addition to serious
speeches from the train's back
platform by the First Lady and
her companions.
Mrs. Johnson's speeches emphasized her identity with the
South, where she grew up. She
told the crowds that gathered
round the train in 47 cities that
she and her husband respected
and valued that part of the
country. She warmed the Southern heart with a broad smile and
a message that was both eloquent and sincere. Lady Bird
Johnson represents a unique
chapter in American political
history.

Unpopular Cases
In his address at the dedication of a new law school building at Boston University. Chief
Justice Earl Warren, flayed the
legal profession for lapse in
carrying out its moral obligation
toward prisoners with meritorious cases
He said it did not "reflect
credit" on the legal profession
when prisoners with valid defenses had to write petitions to
the Supreme Court in their own
handwriting from their cells.
The defense of those accused of
crime, Chief Justice Warren said,
"has been downgraded to a point
where it is considered by most
lawyers not to be respectable to
represent unpopular defendants
regardless of the merits of their
cases."
Mr. Warren, who holds an
honorary degree from Boston
University was given a special
citation at the dedication convocation.

"Every lawyer, I feel, has an
obligation, somewhat higher
than one not privileged to be in
our profession, and that is to further the cause of sound government," the Chief Justice declared.
Too frequently have prisoners
been denied professional legal
service by lawyers who have neither the moral courage nor the
intellectual integrity to maintain the lofty traditions of their
code. The fear of public censure
haunts them in their dreams.
They think it below their dignity
to defend persons already in jail
however wrong may be the
ground on which they were apprehended.
This lapse in moral obligation
is much exercised by successful
members of the bar. They feel
that they cannot lend their
names to the defense of unpopular causes and cases. They lack
the will to further the cause of
freedom.
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

.....

After Election In Suburbia
There is always trouble in the
suburbs, especially after an election and there is more trouble
than usual after a national election.
Let us center our attention on
one of the Democratic Town
Committees. The results of the
National Election have already
faded from their minds. What
happened at the Democratic
Ball, what happened at the Democratic Rally, the poor quality of
publicity has not.
Some of the folks are on the
spot. It is important to remember that political town committees are usually over populated
by the unsublimated women, the
women who do not want Women's Clubs or the Red Cross for
release but like to get down
there and mix it with the men.
One can only say, reading the
minutes of the meeting, heaven
help the men who fall into the
hands of women who want to improve the community's political
image.
The Dance Chairman (who
undertook the job because she
had a new ball gown)erred in accepting free gifts for door prizes.
She should have paid for them.
Who wanted a record album "Six
songs of Fighting Norway"? It
was a 78 rpm album anyway and
it came from World War II. And
the leopard hat was too small.
And the Ball Committee sold too
many tickets and some of the
folks couldn't get in.
The rally chairman has long
since resigned. But the Town
Committee wants its say anyway. Poor liason, that's the only

reason the Rally failed. Who
wanted to come and hear that
incumbent Congressman f rom
Colorado? The people wanted to
hear Lyndon Johnson or Lady
Bird or even Hubert Humphrey.
That's who they should have had
for the Rally. Such presence
would- really excite the corn
munity.
And instead of the coffee and
cake reception, the town committee could have had a gigantic
cocktail party and. pretty blue
things in new gowns would have
glided gracefully about powerful Senators and Cabinet members.
And of course, the publicity
chairman is really flayed. He is a
journalist and he should have
had better contacts than he did.
It is true the news the Town
Committee may get in the paper,
but what about the personal interest. Why didn't the publicity
chairman write a story about the
Negro bartender who made a
campaign contribution of $100?
The publicity chairman has
explained that he thinks a Negro has the right to contribute to
causes which serve his interest
without getting his picture in the
paper. To write a story about a
Negro contributor is to make a
special point of his being a Negro. Maybe the contributor wanted simply to be counted as a
Democrat.
The explanation is not going
to work. The Dance Chairman,
the Rally Chairman, and the
Publicity Chairman are out. Art,
she is pure but American politics, she is ruthless.
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Know
The
Negro

By

AL DUCKETT

Gabbie Cabbie Hi:s It
I hailed the oncoming taxi. It
was one o'clock in the morning.
My companion and I had just
come from the home of a friend
where we had listened to the
election returns. We had wanted
to wait to hear the main thrill of
the evening — a statement from
the Arizona Senator that he had
had enough.

But it had become obvious
that Barry was going to act like
Barry and let the public wait
overnight to hear his post-mortem pronouncement. So we were
In our way home.
As the cab moved toward us, I
told my campanion,
"He Just might not stop. You
know this lion,of thaNew York

The 1984 elections should have
taught us a great deal about politics and they should have
taught the Republican Party an
Illuminating — if humiliating —
object lesson.
We experienced a deep sense
of pride in the way that an almost solid phalanx of Negro
voters across this country marched to the polls to help repudiate
Barry Goldwater as no American political candidate has been
repudiated in this century.
A National Broadcasting Company analysis shows that six
million Negro voters delivered
better than 90 per cent for President Johnson and extended even
more support to the Democratic
standard-bearer in this election
than they gave the late Franklin
Roosevelt.
Modest as he is, it is obvious
that Hubert Humphrey's constant and courageous image with
the Negro— pre-dating the era
when it was fashionable to fight
for integration — was of tremendous assistance to the President.
One of our big problems, as
Negroes, is that we are prone
to go to the polls and vote overwhelmingly for anyone who carriers the label of "liberal." For
years, Negroes acted as though
Abraham Lincoln was still alive
and running for office.
We continued to vote for FDI1
long after he died. Here, in New
York, we looked at Bobby Kennedy and saw his brother, Jack.
We went to the polls in large
numbers and elected him, turning our backs on a fine, unselfish
and dedicated Senator, Kenneth
Keating, who worked and fought
for civil rights even when he
had virtually no Negro constituency.
As far as I'm concerned, Mr.
Kennedy's victory means a terrible loss for the nation with
Senator Keating becoming a
casualty of the Goldwater de-

bade.
A close look at the Robert
Kennedy record would have revealed that he was not deserving
of this overwhelming support.
When violence was at its peak
in the South, pleas fell on deaf
ears at the Justice Departmer.
I personally made calls to
Washington, warning of the fears
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference had for the personal safety of Dr. Martin Luther
King. There was no response.
Wyatt Walker, King's top aide,
at that time, told me that SCLC
had been trying to got protection.
There was no response. This
is not to say that Bobby Kennedy was not sincere. This is
merely to say that Bobby Kennedy and other Democrats know
very well that all that is needed
in Negro communities are promises based on these promises tbait
we have been hearing for AIL
and years.
It is a tragedy, in my estimation, that simply because Senator Keating was a Republican,
we overlooked the achievements
he made in protecting the rights
of all individuals
When we as a race start looking at individuals and voting for
them based on their personal
ability rather than party affiliation, we are going to achieve
our goals much faster.
Whether we recognise it or
not our greatest asset is our vote
—if we use it in the most effective manner. To date we have
not used our political strength
effectively. If we did, we would
not have been faced with a Barry
Goldwater or anybody else
would deny us equal oppovrt
nity. Until we awake we will
continue to hurt our own children.
As for,the Republican Party,
'it should know by now that
racism can no longer win elections in America.
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Red Switch Still Mystery
WASHINGTON — The meaning of the leadership change in
Russia probably will be clouded
in mystery for months to come,
but high-placed U.S. government
officials are convinced that Russian-American relations played
a minor role in the matter.
At this writing, domestic policies in the U.S.S.R. are given
top ranking as the factor that
caused the downfall of Nikita
Khrushchev.
Running a close second is the
strained relationship between
Russia and Red China.
In the context of Soviet attitudes, Khrushchev was classified as a "liberal," as opposed to
some other Russian leaders who
advocated a "hard" line toward
their own people and toward

other, capitalist countries.
It is interesting therefore to
note that the acknowledged new
No. 1 man in Russia, Party Leader Leonid I. Brezhnev, has been
talking in terms of more consumer goods for the Russian people. To the extent that he backs
up his words with actions, it
will tend to further ease tensions
between the Russians and the
capitalist world.
There is always concern in
Washington about taking Russian leaders' pronouncements at
face value, however. They must
think politically, too, and it is
not unreasonable to assume that
at least some of their words directed toward attracting the
or of their own people canlie
classified as "campaign oratory."

areas where white cab drivers
don't stop sometimes, after they
notice you are a Negro. And besides," I added,"maybe he voted
for Goldwater."
The cab stopped. We got in and
gave the driver instructions. He
said nothing and took off like he
was evil.
"He did not vote for him,." I
whispered to my friend. She giggled.
Five blocks later, the cab driver sounded off.
"I'm sure glad this messy campaign is over," he declared."This
country give it to this here Goldwater good. Who the hell does he
think he is, trying to divide this

country with that race stuff?
Well, he didn't get away with it.
In this country the people are the
boss. And, boy, that big b o a. s
spoke in a big voice."
He went on and on, spelling
out his beliefs that Americans
had slapped down the monster
of racism.
When we got out of the cab,
we didn't know whether this
was a sincere man or a guy
talking for a big tip. But he
got a big tip.
110'
Maybe it was because we
both were feeling good; fooling
like America o w•d itself a
handshake.
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Talented Korean To Dance At
LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall

Ems Dais oweess•ili

SOCIETY

Cho, toe costumes and native masks.
Won - Kyung
Korean classical dancer, is His performance will conscheduled to render a dance sist of 10 different dances:
recital in LeMoyne College's Nightingale Dance, Tah-ryog
Bruce Hall on Monday night, Dance (court dances), Swoid
Nov. 23, starting at 8:30. The Dance, Impromptu Dance, Old
Man's Dance, Fan Dance,
public is invited.
The recital is being present- Farmer's Dance, Mask Dance,
ed by the college's Cultural Drum Dance (folk dances) and
Activities Committee. Mem- Buddist Monk's Dance a n d
bers of the LeMoyne Alumni Confucian Dance (religious
Club are selling tickets to the dances).
This is the third in a series
dance.
The talented Korean danc- of five concerts and recitals
er highlights his performances scheduled by LeMoyne for the
with special lights, colorful academic year.

Merry Go-Round
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

•

•M
II II •••
II II 111 II • II II M•
NEGRO AMERICANS have every right to appreciate
Veteran's Day. There has been no war in America, nor involving America, in which we have not served. As the years
have passe d, the depth and scope of participation has
broadened, and yielded heroes second to none anywhere in
every branch of service. And so, it is fitting and proper that
Veteran's Day parades reflect this development.
Time has brought about many changes for the betterment of and the increased advantage to our community. A
great and wonderful change is the inception of the NDCC
units in our high schools that prepare our youth for future
military service. They are trained by many outstanding war
veterans.
Our congratulations to Douglass High for maintaining
such an enviable record of top performances . .. their fourth
consecutive first place win ... and to Hamilton and Carver
High Schools for the outstanding units which they possess
. . . they have consistently placed high during the annual
judging.
•
•
•
MR. WILLIAM MONGER 1411 Wilson Street, was honored by his wife, Mrs. FINNIE MONGER at a reception
commemorating his retirement from service with the Illinois
Central Railroad last week.
Many friends and relatives were present to help observe
the occasion. Tributes of inspiration . .. and admonition . . .
were given by LEROY WILLIAMS, SAMUEL WHITE, LEROY SUTTEES; Mesdames ALFRED NIX and RUBY BANKShannon and Juanita Pilot, bridesmaids. They were united
MR. AND MRS_ CALVIN EUBANKS pose for this lovely
HEAD, and REV. D. S. CUNNINGHAM, pastor of Mt. Pisgah
in marriage by Elder A. B. McEwen, Jr., at Lane Avenue
outdoor scene with some of their wedding party. Pictured
CME church. Toastmaster was W. A. HOLEMAN. Mrs. BankChurch of God in Christ, Sunday, November I, 3:00 P.M.
are the mothers of the bride and groom, Mrs. Fred D. Grifhead and Mr. Suttles rendered vocal selections, Mrs. SAM(Withers Photo)
fin and Mrs. Samuel Eubanks. The attendants are Misses
MIE ATKINS was at the piano.
Effie Eubanks, maid of honor; Willie Mae Bronson, Hazel
Among the many guests were Mr. and Mrs. ALONZO
STANBACK; Mrs. ARA McKISSACK; Mrs. MABEL
BROWNLEE; Mrs. MAMIE HOLMES; Mr. and Mrs. WILLIE
CLARK; Mr. and Mrs. CLINTON DAVIDSON, Mrs. W. A.
HOLEMAN, ALFRED NIX, SAMMIE ATKINS, Mr. and Mrs.
CHESTER JEANS, Mr. and Mrs. HARDY Savage and daughter, Jan; Mrs. LEROY SUTTLES , Mrs. LOUELLA MERRIEubanks' Wayne Eubanks, sister and The Alpine Neighborhood
WEATHER, JOHN HILL, Miss ROBBIE HOLMES, Mrs. HAT-1 Calvin Lewis
brother of the groom were club will present is annual
In an effort to increase
TIE MUSE, Mrs. EDITH SIMS, Mrs. VELMA BEAUCHAMP, claimed Miss Emma Jean!
flower girl and ring-brearer. Pre - Thanksgiving party on membership in the Dunbar
ANNIE
Mrs.
CASE,
FRANKIE
Griffin
Miss
his
as
CASH,
PERCOLA
bride Sunday,'
Mrs.
home
the
at
23,
Nov.
Monday,
School District Parent-TeachIRENE HOLMES. Mrs. GOLOLA SMALL and Mrs. MARY November 1 during a lovely' Charles Colburn was best of
Cora Lee of 591 Beale
ers association mothers will
afternoon ceremony at the man. Ushers were Charles
WOODS.
p.m.
I
to
4.
from
•
march from door-to-door on
•
•
Lane Avenue Church of God Eubanks, Bobby Eubanks and
MIN K11 NG CHO
way,
Plans
under
now
are
Freddie Henderson.
Monday night, Nov. 23, startSEVERAL MEMPHIANS were on hand recently when in Christ. Elder A, B. McEwen,
for a gala affair for members ing at 7:30.
THE MOTHERS
Jr. officiated.
and friends of the club.
Mrs. VIVIAN BEAMON of Cincinnati, Ohio initiated a new
All adults living on the
Mrs. Griffin chose a lovely
the daughter
chapter of Links Inc in Jackson, Tenn. They were. Mesdames The bride
'under plc* es
school area are considered
blue dress for her daughter's
LILLIAN CAMPBELL, ALMA R. BOOTH, ADDIE D. JONES, of Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Gill- . wedding, with which she wore'holiday and its savory board, members
keud o PTA
Dunbar
ofbetheasD
home delle•rod
an
f
fin
D
590
Lauderdale;
the
been
has
,
a
menu
delightful
Memthe
of
members
all
HULBERT,
and JEWEL GENTRY
pay
will
mitt
•
grooms
are
and
parents
Mr.
the
both
please
to
prepared
membership dues.
phis chapter of Links, Inc.
banks, the groom's mother
Mrs.
Samuel
of
Eubanks
according
851
palate,
the
and
eye
burn
to
asked
for
Residents are
The group joined their husbands (connecting Links)
wore a lovely pale pink dress
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
Alaska street.
to Mrs. Pauline D. Toney, porch lights during the mem%.•60,1
with a white corsage.
a formal dinner at the Holiday Inn on Highway 45 N. A
club.
the
of
president
drive.
bership
champagne sip at the spacious home of Dr. and MRS. W. R. The bride, given in
The wedding reception was
11111111111M
Mrs. Mildred T. Carver is
riage by her uncle, wore a held at the home of Mrs. Al- All members are asked to
BELL climaxed the evening.
for the meet- , principal of the school, and
IlullIflhul
•
full-length
•
•
gown of white sat- berta Nichols. Among the prepare reports
!I!!!!!!!!!!
in and fitted lace bodice. Her guests were: Mrs. Lit Coe,r ing as 30 minutes will be de- Mrs. Viola Hill is PTA presiTHE STATELY HOME of MISS MATTIE BELL on Boyd
dent.
veil was shoulder length With Mrs. Georgia Furlow, Mrsivoted to club business.
AT YOUR FOOD STORIE
club
the
of
Avenue was the setting for the entertainment of the Phyllis white pearls
inset. Wearing ai Fannie Stubblefield, Mr. and Other officers
treasurPettigrew,
November.
Belle
Mrs.
of
finanmonth
the
Wright,
for
Rosa
Mrs.
are
Wheatley club
string of white pearls, she carcial secretary; Mrs. Luceda er; and Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Sr.,
During the business session, plans were made to fill ried a bouquet of white carna- Mrs Robert Pope
town
of
Out
I
of
relatives
Butler, recording secretary; business manager.
basthe
Christmas baskets for the needy. An annual project,
bons.
, the bride attending were Mr.
kets are delivered one or two days before Christmas. A doMiss Effie Eubanks was and Mrs. G. B. Spight, grandnation was voted in behalf of the NAACP "Miss Social maid of
honor. She wore al parents, Mrs. Ethelene Hatch
Belle" contest.
dress of pink satin, with pink and Mrs. Lexia Knox, aunts
Mrs. LULA POPE received compliments for the unique accessories and carried a bou- and Lee Knox, all of Ripley,
tree which she designed with fall leaves, under which names quet of pink carnations with 1 Miss.
of each member appeared. Each member picked a leaf re- streamers of mixed pastell The new Mrs. Eubanks is a
vealing the member for whom she will bring a gift at the shades. The bridesmaids were 1964 graduate of Washington
December meeting. Needless to say, the tree was the center dressed identical to the maid! High School and is now ato
of interest . . with much secrecy abounding as to the name :of honor. They were: Misses, tending Owen College, The
Mae
Willie
Bronson, Hazel groom is a 1962 graduate of
each person had drawn.
Washington. The couple will
Gussing games and riddles were enjoyed . . . Mrs. AU- Shannon and Juanita Pilot.
'
Little
Sandra
Eubanks and reside at 1333 Cooper St.
GUSTA CASH was the lucky winner after a special drawing
to break a four way tie. Miss ISABELLE GREENLEE won
the club prize: while the guest prize was won by Miss
CATHERINE JOHNSON. Other guests present were Mr.
damesJENNIE TARPLEY. ETHEL TARPLEY and HARRIET WALKER.
•
•
•
After a delicious buffet supper, complimentary expresand all the guests
sions were made to the gracious hostess
were ready to return to the next meeting ... Club reporter
Mrs. Dorothy Slate Harris of matic Canteen Service.
is MRS. ISABELLE ROULHAC.
1564 South Wellington has She is also co-owner, with
•
•
•
been
appointed
cafeteria
THE RETIRED TEACHERS COUNCIL of Memphis- manager a n d social director Miss Eunice Carruthers, of
Shebly County held its quarterly meeting recently at the for LeMoyne College, it was Carsla's Boutique, a hat shop'
Sarah Brown Branch of the YWCA MISS GUSSIE THREAT, announced this week by at 582 Vance Avenue.
; In addition to supervision of
the president, presided. Ntrs., D. J. Thomas led Devotion and President Hollis F. Price.
Mrs. Harris, a graduate of I the cafeteria, Mrs. Harris will
was in charge of the program.
Guest speaker was REV. W. J. NEAL, pastor Warner Tuskegee, is a well-known ' be in charge of all special
and has held posi- luncheons, dinner s, teas,
Temple AME Zion Church who found the group very atten- dietician
tions at E. H. Crump Memo- picnics and physical arrangetive to his inspiring message. Mrs. J. L. CAMPBELL spoke
rial Hospital, St. Jude Hospi- ments f o r commencements,
on the origin of the Council and paid tribute to the found- t al and most recently at Auto- President Price said.
ers, especially Mrs. Perkins.
Forty-five members were in attendance. The new members present v-ere: Miss ISABELLE GREENLEE, Mrs.1
MARIE RAWLINGS, ROBERT ROSS. IRA EMERY, Mrs. I
MATTIE DUDLEY, Mrs. ALICE JORDAN, and Mrs.
BLANCH STEVENSON.
Group No. 1 of which Mrs. SARAH 0. BROWN is cha
man, served a delicious luncheon. The next meeting of the
Council will be the third Wednesday in January, 1965.
•
•
•
THE YW-WIVES held one of their most interesting and
informative sessions of the year when they gathered for
their monthly luncheon meeting at the Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA recently.
Topic for the meeting was Religious Denominations --their rituals, and beliefs, etc. Discussions were led by lay
Nutritious, crunchy.
persons who gave many facts and other pertinent data for '
freshly toasted
the reflections of the group assembled.
Speakers and their denominations were: Mrs. H. A. COLpeanuts covered
LINS, SR.. -L Congregational: Mrs. HATTIE R. BRAITHwith delicious chocWAITE — Episcopal: Mrs. A. W. Jefferson — Catholic: Mrs.
olate.
MARY MURPHY — Methodist (A.M.E., C.M.E. & Zion): and
N..
discuslively
a
Such
—
DULANEY
Baptist.
Mrs. MARTHA
••••
...•••••;•!-'•
MRS. D. S. II %RBIs
sion erupted from these presentations that time did not permit inclusion of other denominations. They will be scheduled dence of her niece, Mrs. GERTRUDE MEACIIAM, on BridgeDear Customer:
port Drive. The ladies . . . who meet for brunch during
for a future date to be announced.
THIS CARD IS WORTH ONE DOLLAR OR MORE-- during our Pre-Christmas Sale-- November
Meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday of each the summer . . . were smartly attred in sportswear as they
18, through November 28. Our store is loaded with values. Buy your Christmas needs while
month. The next meeting will have as its topic, "World gaily relaxed with their cards The winners received very
stocks are complete.
Fellowship Brotherhood." Principle speaker on this occa- attractive and feminine prizes of jewelry and cosmetics.
If yourare short of cosh, use our convenient Lay-A-Way Purchase Plan.
BETTY
first;
SPEIGHT,
JEWEL
diSAVILLE
were
secexecutive
They
LACEY,
FRANCES
MARY
Mrs.
be
sion will
$30.00 purchase this card is worth $3.00
With:
rector of the Metropolitan YWCA, who is leaving her post ond; MARGARET RIVERS third, and RUTH PARKER, guest
40.00 purchase this cord is worth $4.00
$10.00 purchase this cord is worth $1.00
OLIVE,
RITA
and
REO
ANNIE
in Memphis to become a member of the staff of the Nation- prize. Other guests were
50.00 purchase this card is worth 55.00
20.00 purchase this card is worth $2.00
Members
enjoying
the tasty
al YWCA at Atlanta. A familiar figure to local women in LAURA CHUMP of Nashville.
Baked ham menu were: Mesdames LESSYE SUGARMON,
'Y' work, she has been in Memphis for nine years.
If you are interested in attending these monthly luncheon RUTH BEAUCHAMP, President: GRACE YOUNG. ADDIE
Regular 59c Rayon Head Sqs. 30" x 30" — 38c
meetings, you may contact, Mrs. P.F. CARRUTHERS, chair- OWEN and MARTELL TRIGG.
• •
•
man 942-4798. or Sarah Brown Branch, YWCA 1044 Miss.
Regular 1.49 Ace High Sponge Mop — 97c
AMONG THOSE IN THE HOSPITAL . . Mrs. J. L.
Blvd.
•
•
•
CAMPBELL . . . who underwent surgery at E. H. Crump
Regular 1.59 Ladies Roll Up Sleeve Blouses — 1.31
THE CASUALS BRIDGE CLUB members had a more Hospital . . . J. A. BEAUCHAMP . . . who re-entered the
than casual time last week when their hostess, VERA hospital, this time . . . Crittenden County Hospital at West
HOWELL entertained at the very beautiful split-level resi- Memphis.

•

Calvin Eubanks Claims Gala Affair At Dunbar PTA To
Mothers
Miss Griffin As Bride Mrs. Lee Home Send
For PTA Dues
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Mon. & Thurs. Open Til 9 P.M.
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LeMoyne Appoints
social Director
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TSU Grad Students To
Read Research Papers

•

CELEBRATE 33RD ANNIVERSARY—Members of the National Holiday club recently celebrated the thirty-third anniversary of the club in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Tatum at 966 N. Leath St. Seated from left ate Mrs. Rosa
Woods, Mrs. Octavia Moore, Mrs. Dora M. Tatum, president; Mrs. Bessie G. Corum, Miss Lillian P. Davis and Mrs.
Mary Seymour. Standing from left are Mrs. Sarah Jackson,

NASHVILLE . . . Two Ten- Briggs, drawing aid from S.
nessee State University stu- Cohen of Vanderbilt Univerdents have been selected to sity's Biochemistry Departread research papers at the ment, made reasoned attempts
Tennessee Academy of Sci- at isolating a growth promotence's two-day meeting No- ing factor. The MalletteBriggs-Cohen research tried
vember 27-28.
to show that protein has the
Senior Charles Jiles and
ability to preduce growth and
graduate student Ivan Davis
will be joined by William development on certain embryonic tissue.
Briggs, biology department
Dr. Mallette's original intechnician at the speakers'
vestigation report and Davis'
platform during the Memphis
research paper will be read
State University-Staged Acto the zoology division of the
ademy of Science meeting. All
Academy. Mallette's investithree did their research under
gation deals with "Some Efthe guidance of Dr. John M.
fects of Proteins Isolated
Mallette, biology graduate
Zoology From Mice Salivary
division head, who is also
Glands on the Esophagael
scheduled to present a paper
Epithelium of 11-day Chick
before the Academy.
Embryos."
Graduate researcher Davis, Jiles will read his paper
the University President's son, before the Collegiate Division
Mrs. Dora Flemming, Mrs. Almeda Brewer, Mrs. Carrie M. will report on work associat- of the Academy.
Eddin, Mrs. Lillie D. Buffort, Mrs. Marie McClaren and Mrs. ed with cardio - vascular
Dempsey Ross. Members not shown are Mrs. M. Withers, diseases, attempting to prove
Mrs. L. Johnson, Mrs. I. Roby and Mrs. Bessie Woods. that there might be some difThe club was organized on Nov. 29, 1931, with 12 mem- ference in the effects of chobers and Mrs. Lula Rembert as president. Mrs. Corum was
lesterel injected into the
at one time president of the club. (Photo by H. W. Nelson) bloodstream and that taken in
through the digestive process.
Davis' paper is entitled "The Fourteen LeMoyne College
Retention of Cholesterol When students, all members of the
Fed and Injected Into Adult Rufus J. Hawkins chapter of
Swiss Albino Male Mice."
the Student-NE A, attended
, Mobile, Alabama senior the Student West Tennessee
I Jiles, using chick embryos, Education Congress in Jackconducted an investigation en- son last Friday.
titled "Some Effects of MaterAttending from LeMoyne
nal Immunization Against were: Miss Alice Davis, Miss
Organ Tissues on the Em- Dorothy Rogers, Calvin Cunbryonic Differentiation of the ningham, president of the
Chicken." Jiles concluded that chapter; Miss Emily Ann
they have been able to induce Pettigrew, Miss Sarah Marie
certain abonormalities by in- Smith, Miss Beulah
Mae
jecting damaged brain tissue Shepherd, Miss Peggy Wright,
Janice
in a solution into the preg- Miss
E. Hill, Miss Denant female before off- lois Downey, Miss Maggie
spring's birth. The injection Dillard, Ernest Hardin, Miss
of damaged heart tissue pro- Margaret Brown, Miss Joyce
duced no abnormalities.
Harris and Mrs. Evelyn GreFayetteville, Tennesse e's gory.

Students Attend
Jackson Congress

BETTER BUY AT'-

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

'MUSTANG

New Fastback

2+2(above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trade-Ins Accepted

'63 Chevrolet
9 passenger
Loaded.
irotes

wagon.

$67.39 mo.

'63 Ford XL
Automatic,
new.
Notes

power.

Like

$88.29 mo.

'64 Mercury
Montclair 4 door H.T.
Like newe rower steerinIC
and brakes,
Notes

$83.99 mo.

NEW LINKS IN JACKSON—A new chapter of Links, Inc.,
was established in Jackson, and here the members are seen
with the guests. Seated on front row, from left, are Mesdames Annie M. Bond and Mildred Freeman, Nashville
chapter; Vivian Bell, president of Jackson chapter; Vivian
Beamon, national president; Charlie Mae Singleton, Nash-

•
'62 Ford Galaxie

ville chapter; Gladys Bronaugh and Marietta Hughes. Standing, same order, are Mesdames Essie M. Perry, Odessa Dunlap, Gertrude Ford, Rosetta McKissack, Edna Cawthorn,
Alene Maney, Alice Kirkendoll and Anna Cooke.
(Mark Stansbury Photo)

"00" Like New.
Notes $54.11 Mo.

'62 Ford Galaxle

scores of Communist Viet Cong
storehouses containing food and
medical supplies:
"The Viet Cong are miserable
.. starvation and disease are
United Press International
heir two biggest problems toWashington — Central Intel- day, and we intend to add to
ligence Agency director John A. their miseries."
McCone, stating his belief that
• • •
the Sino-Soviet dispute is almost TEL AVIV,
Israel — Israeli
By MRS. ANNA L. COOKE , beautifully decorated
with beyond any hope of settlement: Gen. David Elazar on the atJACKSON — Mrs. Vivian center pieces of white roses,
"The depth of thts schism is tack by Israeli planes on Syrian
Beamon of Cincinnati, Ohio, the traditional flower of Links,
greater than the public ac- gun positions during border
initiated a new chapter of surrounded by silver candecount."
fighting between Israel and
Links, Inc., in Jackson, Tenn., labra with lighted candles.
• •
Syria:
on Saturday, Nov. 7. The cerA champagne sip at the spaDA
NANG, South Viet Nam — "The havoc wrought by the
emony was held in the confer- cious home of Dr. and Mrs. '
I
Vietnamese
Colonel, on last (Israeli) planes seemed to be
ence room of the I. B. Tigrett W. R. Bell climaxed the evewelit's floods which destroyed total,
Science building.
ning.

links Establish New
Chapter In Jackson

•

The 12 women who are. The Links program has
charter members of the Jack_! three-fold purpose: social, civson Links are Mesdames Viv- ic and cultural. Its main obian Bell, president; Annie!jective is to deal with the
Bond, treasurer; Gladys Bro. I problems of youth.
naugh, historian; Edna CawThe Jackson chapter brings
thorne, vice president; Anna Up to 98 the number of chapCooke, journalist; Odessa Dun- ters in the United States.
Gertrude Ford, Marietta
Wthes, Alice Kirkendoll, Rosetta McKissack, corresponding secretary; Alone Maney,
parliamentarian; and Essie
Perry, secretary.
Assisting Mrs. Beamon, national president of Links, in ZANZIBAR, Tanzanir —(UPI)
the initiation ceremonies were Zanzibar's
communist-backed
Mrs. Mildred Freeman and government announced that it
Charlie M. Singleton of the has crushed an attempted revolution by members of the forNashville chapter.
Other guests were Mrs. Lil- mer ruling party.
lian Campbell, Mrs. Jewel Abeid Karume, vice president
Gentry Hulbert, Mrs. Alma of Tanzania, the union of TanRoulhac Booth and Addle D. ganyika and Zanzibar, said that
Jones of the Memphis chap- five of the plotters already
ter of Links, Inc.
have been sentenced to death.
DINED WITH HUSBANDS
The plotters were identified as
Glamorously attired in din- members of the Arab-dominated
ner clothes, the Links were Nationalist Party, which ruled
• joined by Connecting Links this spice island briefly between
(husbands) for dinner at the the time Britain granted it in.
famedHoliday Inn on High- dependence and Karume's preway 45 N.
I dominantly African followers
The dining room tables were seized power early this year.

Crush Rebels In
Tanzania Plot

6

kshions For Queen' To Be
reon In PTA's Spectacular
"Fashions for a Queen" will Jones, a teacher, representing
be the theme of the Geeter the faculty.
High school's PTA spectacular GUESTS MODELS
which will mark the end of Models in the fashion show
the oiganization's member- will be of all ages. Wigs, hairship drive on Tuesday, Dec. styles and the latest in fash8, in the school auditorium. ions will be shown by guests
During the fashion review, models and students from the
"Mrs. PTA of 1964-65" will be school's cosmetology and home
crowned. Six persons are now economics departments.
competing for the title.
The public is invited and
The contestants and the
communities they are repre- asked to support one of the
contestants by simply pursenting are Mrs. Joacla Freechasing a ticket.
man, Geeter and Johnson subMrs. Erma Jean Sinclair is
divisions; Mrs. Pearl Ann Matthews, Weaver and Boxtown; president of the PTA, Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Reese, Lakeview Mary Wakefield is program
Gardens and Darwin; Mrs. chairman, and Mrs. Julia Newakeille Marshall, Whitehaven borne is reporter.
T. J. Toney is principal of
111Pr1 a segment of Holiday
ights; and Mrs. Mildred the school.

6'500" Convertible,
matte. Real.nice.
Not"-S49.27

Quotes In The News

auto,

mo.

t

'61 Mercury'
4

door. Like new.
Notes $34
.
20 Mo..
Abeve on 36 Notes

'65 Ford
Brand New. Full Factory equipment.

$58.29 m°Notes 36 .Notes

'55 Buick H.T.
Sharp. Creampuff.
Notes $27.56 Mo.

957

looking for
SEARS
an unusual
Christmas Gift?

Mercury H.T.
$18.26 mo.

Notes

q.1,11 S AND

'59 Desoto

Convertibl,
..
Notes

'
$14.25 51°

Mts. Frances Mille;

THE WHOLE TOWN HAS BEEN
AWAITING A PLACE TO
PURCHASE 100% HUMAN HAIR
AT A PRICE.9.995

N

'59 Ford Y-8
$23.50 Mo.

4 door Sedan.
Notes

'59 Chev. Wagon
Sharp as a tack.
Notcs, $39.08 Mo.
.-

Dodge 4-dr.
$26.50 mo.

959
ileal nice.
Notes.

Above on 24 Note!'

AND TERMS LIKE THIS

Give Her An Exciting
FASHION WIG
Of 100% Human Hair
Complete in
Hat-Box Case

7295

UP TO 129.9.5

She'll be thrilled to have "instant-glamour"
at her fingertips! No more fuss. . .no rush •
with last minute hair-worries, if she has a.
Fashion Wig to slip on. Many styles! Every
wig complete with hat-box carrying case!
Charge It!
Cosinirtics, hors Poplar, Sears Crosstown

SEARS POPLAR SEARS CROSSTOWN
4570 Poplar
495 N. Crosstown

MONEY
DOWN

THE LEADING NATIONAL CHAIN
100% HUMAN HAIR
Jet Black
Dark Brown
Off Black
Mixed Grey

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 SO. MAIN
525-1433

FORD

Qvistest. Mgteiqa

ever built New frame! New borlyF
New interior' America's tined"eV.
finder tejed •
LTD
•

HERFF FORD

2450 Summer
Phone 450-1151
*If you qualify

Defender's N tiona News
DEFENDER
funeral of one of her nieces.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
CORINTH
Pearsley had two daughters
By REV. HAMILTON
and two granddaughters from The women of the Antioch
Danville and Detroit last Missionary Baptist Church
weekend.
held their Women's Day, at
•••
which $57 was raised.
CAIRO
Rev. Roy Evans is pastor.
By DAN CLARK
Mrs. John Ella James was
NEW ORLEANS — SPECIAL TO THE DE- told that he had been tried o
Rev. J. I. Cobbs visited his guest speaker.
father and mother in Dallas, The Spiritual Four Quar- FENDER — NAACP Legal Defense Fund lawyers July 23rd (his first knowlecigellii
Tex.
tet from Rienzi. Miss, gave a aske dthe U.S. Court of Appeals here to release a and had been convicted and
sentenced to the maximum of
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford Tay- singing program at the Church
Negro citizen froth a Mississippi jail where he has 90 days in jail and tsoa fine. .
lor, Mrs. Sadie Washum, and of God in Christ on
Lion
St.
dinner
However, on October 7, LeCarrie Jones were
The funeral service for Rev. been held for two months for "possession of intoxi- gal
Defense Fund lawyers filed
guests at the home of Mr. and W. W.
it cating liquor."
Hamilton
was
held
Trotter.
a
petition in the U.S. District
Salmon
Mrs.
the
Old
Macedonia
Missionary Clyde Harvey, active in civil neys noted that a summons for Court in Jackson, asking that
The Champaign District
Baptist Church at Belmont, rights in his native Leake Mr. Harvey's arrest was issued Mr. Harvey's case be removed
Planning Council was to be Miss.
Eulogy
was
by
Rev. C.
on the precise day that his to the Federal Court, that he
held at Martin Temple C.M.E. W.
Cummings. Burial was in County, Mississippi, was arrest- forty-day appeal period termi be released from jail, and tbat
Church. Rev. E. J. Johnson is
ed on July 10, 1964 for having
the
Burgess
Cemetery.
Beasnated.
reasonable bail be set.
pastor and the Rev. M. A.
ley's Mortuary was in charge two cans of beer in his refri- Two thirds of Harvey's jail District Court Judge, Sidney
Crowder is presiding elder.
of
all
arrangements.
gerator.
term has already been served. R. Mize denied all three Legal
Socials were given Saturday
The funeral service for Os- Mississippi is allegedy a 'dry" He was returning from at- Def se Fund motions on Oda.
night, Oct. 17, by the Omar's
car
Alexander
held
at
the
was
tempting to register his wife ber 14th.
Cleo Tent No. 7 at the 19th
state.
when originally arrested. The An appeal was immediately
Refreshments, games, Macedonia M. B. Church in
Hall.
St.
Harvey was released the Harveys were also aiding work- taken to
MIAMI AWARDS 40-YR. CITY EMPLOYEES
the U.S. Court of Ap!
and prizes were given. Vernon Corinth, Miss. Eulogy was by
Rev. C. J. Love. Burial was in same day of his arrest. How- ers of the Mississippi Summer peals for the Fifth Circuit. •
Civil Service Board. The three (left to Dillard is Grand Empress.
Miami Mayor Robert King High (left)
the
National
Cemetery.
Walther
Project
Martin,
59;
ever,
he
sponsored
by
William
was
rearrested
the
ConPending
right)
Septhe outcome of that
pins
to
awards diamond studded lapel
Luther Dunn of Charleston,
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Warren tember 9 and advised that he gress of Federated Organiza- appeal, Legal Defense Fund
Bethel, 60; and Arnold Straehan, 64, be. Mo. visited his sister, Mrs
three 40 year veteran employees of the
from Dayton, Ohio, were had been convicted of posses- tions.
lawyers are asking Judge Tut'.
gan working for the city in 1923.
Carrie D. Jones.
city during recognition ceremonies by the
guests in the home of Mrs. son of beer subsequent to his Harvey sought out the local tle to release Mr. Harvey, whO
Beatrice Walker in Corinth, earlier arrest.
justice of the peace three times has now spent two months
ing by the officers and mem- for services.
Miss.
This was the first time he during the eleven days after ail.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
bers of the church.
GRAMBLING
Mrs. Evelyn Stafford' has had heard of the conviction and his initial arrest and asked The case is being handled b
TRUSSvILLE
Rev. Charles R. McNair, a attended services in Walnut
gone to Paducah, Ky., to visit sentence. Harvey told Legal De- what the charges against him Melvyn Zarr of the Legal De!
By L. R. MEYERS
By ALICE BROWN SMITH her sick mother and
14-year-old • assistant minister Ridge Sunday.
fense Fund lawyers in explain- were on each occasion.
ease Fund's New York headsister.
Donnie Alexander Powell, at Metropolitan Community Mrs. Jeff is ill at her home.
seven-month-old twin son of Church, delivered the message. Mr. and Mrs. Whit Wilson We head the ailing, list this Junior Hamilton and Lin- ing why he did not ask for an He was told not to inquire a- quarters; Professor AnthonY
gain
on
appeal.
his
third
visit
and
was Amsterdam of the University
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Powell Rev. R. G. Williams is pastor. was called to Los Angeles, week with a dislocated knee coln White were guests of
By that date, Harvey's time advised that he would be told of Pennsylvania Law School
Sr., died last Tuesday in the Get well wishes to the fol- Calif. where his mother Mrs. cap. These lines are being pen- Mrs. W. W. Hamilton.
appeal
-40
of
the
next
proceeding.
to
days—had
and R. Jess Brown of Jackson.
run
ned from the bed. Thanks to Mrs. Ora Davis'.. Mrs. Cly.
hospital.
lowing sick persons: Samuel Wilson, is critically ill with a our scores of friends who have dia Haley, Mrs Rosetta Berry, out. Legal Defense Fund attor- Then, on September 9, he was Miss.
Funeral rites were held Sat- May, Andrew Frazier, Mrs. heart attack.
Mrs. A. C. Southard, and Mrs.
urday from the Mt. Canaan]Fannie Forman, Mrs. Hattie The Missionary Society of been oh so very nice.
Among other sick and shut- Colleen MaHox were guests in D. Lewis.
E.T.E.A. in Knoxville, Tenn,i
Baptist Church. Rev. T. C. Ramsey, Mrs. Esther Bolling,
Bethlehem Baptist met Friday ins are Mrs. Celia Jones. Mn. the home of Rev. Hamilton.
The Rev. R, J. Page of Macrecently.
Williams officiated.
JOHNSON CITY
Mrs Susie Barker, Arter King, evening at the church. Mrs. Ethel Garner, and Mrs. Mary Mrs. Laveria Ingram is a edonia Baptist Church was
The Langston High Sabo°,
Interment was in the Com- Rev. J. B. Brown, Rev. L. L.
president. Evans. Mrs. Thelma Richard- teacher at Amory, Miss.
Willie
Flammy
is
By
CORTLAND
R.
RHEA
gueat speaker at 3 p.m: The
Golden Tigers football team
munity Cemetery, with Smith Moody, Mrs. Luberta Chappastor.
Wood
is
•
•
•
E.
E.
Rev.
son
is
wearing
bandages
as
a
Macedonia
The
final
rites
for
Andrew
Men's Chorus of
closed the 1964 grid season 141
and Gaston director in charge. man, Mrs. Tommie Burrell,
popping on
The Bible Band met Thurs- result of hot g
WATER VALLEY
furnished the music. Profes- IL. Murray, 47, who died from defeating the Arty Lee Higd
After conducting Sunday and Rev. James Dunn.
and
hand.
of
her
arm
home
day
evening
at
the
By
C.
A,
HAWKINS,
JR.
pianist,
injuries
received
in
an
,sor Daniel Glass was
auto School team of Dante, Va., id
morning services at the Mt.
Congrates to Dr. and Mrs. Members of the C.M.E. Women's Day was observed wreck in Cleveland, Ohio, re- a game played in Lebanon, Vs•
Mrs. Essie Lexion.
Canaan Church, Rev. W. C.
the
birth
Lamore
J.
Carter
on
cently
were
Church.
The
held
here
from
Isaiah
Baptist
on the night of Oct. 29, by
Williams and a group of
Church in and around Gren- at
of their second daughter. ada, Miss., are asked to con- Rev. H. Dodson and member St. Paul A.M.E. Zion Church score of 48 to 7. This was thd
BATES VILLE
members made their way to
passed
out
chocoProud
papa
on
the
'afternoon
of
Oct.
30.
Church
Cool
Spring
Baptist
Church,!
of
ninth straight victory for
tact me at Rt. 3, Box 41, Water
the Mt. Zion A.M.E.
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
COLP
lates last week. Mrs. Clara Valley, Miss.
Rev, John C. Bruce officiated. Langston.
were guests.
where he brought the final Geroy Waugh and Mr. and
Jackson Parish, was honored The writer
William Cobb and daugh- He is survived by his Prof Paul E. Christman 13
message in the annual appre- Mrs. Maurice Waugh of Little By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
attended services
ciation service of the Rev. L. Rock spent Sunday with their Elder Alvin Moore, pastor with a banquet Thursday night. with Rev. T. H. Austin in ter. Mary Francis Cobb of El- mother, Mrs. Maggie Murray; coach. Prof. Charles H. Dougt
Many gifts were presented
lison Si., celebrated their 51st three sisters, Mrs. Nellie las is assistant coach.
J. Washington.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. G. of Schaffer Chapel A.M.E. Mrs. Carr in recognition of her Houston, Sunday.
•••
Other ministers and church- Waugh.
Lloyd Robinson and his and 14th birthdays last week- Reynolds of Dayton, Ohio;
Church, delivered the message services.
NEWBORN
wife, Abel Robinson, and Lar- end. They were greeted with Mrs. Erma Jackson; and Mrs.
es participating in the appre- Sunday dinner guests in the at the Alphabetical Harvest at
Gramblingites
attending
the
McMillan, both of
ciation service of the Rev. home of Mn. Maud Kandrey the Church of God, where Rev.
ry, of Lambert visited in the a birthday dinner by Mrs. Addle
By ARCHIE WOODS
Webster Parish Educational AsWashington were the Rev. H. were Rev. C. C. Atkins, Rev. Ruth Ferguson is pastor.
home of their brother, Alfred Cobb and the rest of the fam- Cleveland, Ohio and other reMonday
night
were
sociation
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Whitt,
latives.
J. Lane, whO spoke Friday Z. E. Mitchum. Mr. and Mn. The Harvest was a spiritual Mrs. Eva Harvey, Dr. Helen Robinson, and their sister, ily.
Women's Day was held last Interment was in West Lawn moore and daughter and
night, Rev. Samuel Lee, M. L. Roy Bacum, Mrs. Annie Fin. and financial success. The Richards Dr. Arlynne Cheers, Mrs. Alcie Hawkins.
Sunday at New Hope Baptist ,Cemetery, with Birchette Mor- nephew were guests in the
Robinson and E. L. Whitfield. ley, Eaten Rucker, Willie Harvest is an annual affair. A. D. Smith, Dr. Ruth Bradhome of Mrs. Hampt Rober•• •
Church at 2 p.m. Mrs. Daisy tuary in charge.
Couch, and Pecorla Sims.
Et chef leg Chapel A.M.E.Iford, Frank Bonner, and Dr.
Final rites for John Vaught, son Sunday for dinner.
BESSEMER
Ruth
Shaw
and
the
Women's
The Missionary Society met Church Elder Alvin Moore is Kara Jackson.
JACKSON
Chorus of Macedonia Baptist 75, who died in Memorial Hos- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woods,
By G. W. IVEY
The Liberty Hill Association
Friday evening at Bethel hawing a revival this week.
By C. A. AGNEW
Church
were special guests. pital Oct. 26, were held from Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Smith.
The Delta Area's South A.M.E. Church, Rev. Z. E. The Sunshine Club had a closed Friday after a successful The Civic Pride Club met
Mrs. Aussie Wiggians, and
Funeral
services for Philip Ledford Funeral Parlor,
Gospel Fire Horses will ob- Mitchum was the guest speak- triple birthday party at the week long session. Mr. F. G. in the home of Mrs. Louise
Mrs. Alice Harris visited with
Rev.
J.
F.
Birchette
Jr.,
ofOrlean
St.
Turner
of
108
W.
serve their 13th anniversary er. His theme was "A Sum- home of Mrs. Lillian Russells Bonner is secretary of the as- Prather, with Mrs. Georgia K.
Mrs. Fannie Huffman in
were held at Boyd & Johnson ficiated.
at the CIO Hall, 7th Ave.mons To Reach, Teach, and recently. The party was given sociation.
Wisdom serving as hostess. Funeral Home, where the He is survived by two sis- Dyersburg, Tenn. Sunday. :
The
Methodist
Student
in honor of Mrs. E. L. Hill,
North between 19th and 20th Serve."
Mrs. Mary Blair presided. The
ters, Mrs. Hasel Moore, and Mrs. Huffman is confined to
St., Bessemer, Sunday, Nov. I The Missionary Society of Mrs. Lillian Russell, and Mrs. Movement presented a musical following members were pres- Rev. J H. Cunningham of the Mrs. Gurithe Allison, both of her bed with a stroke. She is
First
officiatprogram
at
Lewis
Temple
Baptist
Church
!Friendship Baptist Church met Marilyn Clark.
29. at 5 13.m.
ent:
this city; four brothers. Ches- improving slowly.
This program is sponsored Friday evening. President Mrs. Guests attending were Rev. Methodist Church Wednesday Mrs. Lillie Bell, Mrs. Olivia ed.
ter Vaught of Cleveland, Ohio: Mr. and Mrs. Lacoy Maybert
A
large
night.
audience
attendby the Golden Eagles Jr.. Mattie Heron. Rev. Albert St. Ruth Ferguson. Mrs. Bessie
Combs. Mrs. 011ie Curry. Miss He was buried in BroWns- Clay Vaught of Jenkin, W. ry, Mr. and Mrs. (Bobbie)
program.
Rev.
James
T.
the
ed
William
Tuilus, Mr. and Mrs.
Golden Stars, and the Friend- Clair is pastor.
On Ellington. Mrs. Ovallie ville, Tenn., along with an- V.: Gay Vaught and Rh.. James Bryant, and daughter
Mrs. Alla Johnson Is ill at Hatchet Jr., Lloyd Webb, Mrs. Johnson is pastor of Lewis Goodrich. Mn. Myrtle Mon- other brother who had died
ly Four.
Vaought, both of Bristol. Va.; Flora Joyce, Mrs. Mattie WatTemple.
Evelyn Lee, Mrs. Willie Mae
Staff Sgt. Joseph Pullorn of her home.
son, Mrs. Bird Mayberry, and
roe. Mrs. Blanche O'Daniels, the same week.
and other relatives.
Mrs.
Clara
Wright
hostessed
Smith,
Cleo
Spears,
Alva
recently
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Bow.
Ft. Totten, N. Y.,
Mrs. Mari* NMI, Mrs. Maggie Survivors are his widow. Interment was in West Alvin Watson made a flying
the
bridge
players
Monday
Billingsley,
Hubert
Russell,
vacation
with
man
and
daughter
were
house
spent a short
K. Smith, Mrs. Estelle Tyson. Leora Turner; two sons. Ray- Lawn Cemetery. J. D. Ledford, trip to Tamms, Ill., Sunday to
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. guests of his aunt and uncle. Master Timothy Pearson, and night. Members are Miss Bes- and Mrs. Florence Ward.
mond and Willie Joe Turner; funeral director, was in charge. visit with Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
sie Dickerson, Mrs. A. T.
George Smith, and his chil- Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair, the 12 Sunshine members.
The business portion of the a daughter, Miss Vivian Lee The Johnson City branch of Kirrunons and children.
and cousin. Mr. and Mrs. An elaborate menu was Downs, Mrs. Willie B. Walker,
dren at Pauls Hill.
Mrs. Mary Hobdy, Mrs Dorothy meeting consisted of a vote Turner; and a sister, Parthenia the NAACP sponsored a mass Mrs. Kimmons is ill. Truly
Morning worship at St. John Maack M. Waugh, Thursday. served.
to sponsor a hot lunch for one Perry of St. Louis; and other meeting and
program at Mai is the sister of Mrs. BiVik
Independent Methodist Church Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Mrs. Bessie Tullus was call- Humphrey, Mrs. Dorothy Mc- child attending Mary Junior relatives'.. He was a member
Friendship Baptist Church on Mayberry and Alvin Wata.
began with singing and pray- Clair went to Lacross Sunday rid to Nashville. Tenn., to the Call, Dr. Ruth Bradford Mrs. High School in this city.
and the daughter of Mrs. Matof First Baptist Church.
the night of Oct. 29.
Jaunita Foster, Miss Marhie
•
Morris, Mrs. Gladys Davis, Mrs. The hostess led a delightful Men's Day was held at' First Speakers on the program tie Watson.
Ruby Coleman, and Mrs. Alice game of narneing the Pres- Baptist Church, Median, Rev. were Rev. George F. Mantigo, The Social Welfare Club
ident of the United States. Leroy Hicks was guest speak; Rev, John C. Bruce, and Mrs. gave a program at Trimble
B. Smith.
Baptist Church Sunday.
r.
Mrs. Sara Williams attended Mrs. Marie Penn, Mrs. Olivia er. Rev, J. H. Currie is pastor. Frances Kilgore.
the Webster Parish Educational Combs, and Mrs. 011ye Curry
Services for 'Mrs. Clarice
Dr. E. S. Kilgore presented Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bailey
Association Monday night. She received prizes in the game. Davis were held at Ford a film of the scenery of the and mother-in-law, from Huttserves as consultant in rem- Mrs. Wisdom served a plate Funeral Home. Survivors in- pavilions of the World's Fair. boldt. Tenn., visited with Mr.
edial reading.
of Italian spaghetti, peach clude the mother, Mrs. Annie Remarks were made by the Bailey's sisters Mrs. Esde
salad, hot rolls, and coffee, Davis; six brothers, Rev. Ru- president, Clarence McKen- Scott Bailey, Mrs. Beatrice
with country ham as the ben Davis, Dupree, Elijah, nue. Rev. E. W. Norris is pas- Rucker, and Mrs. Fostinez
"piece
de resistance."
Will, John, and Frank Davis; tor of Friendship Baptist Atkins.
Clay
from
the
champion's
VILLE
ing
BATES
Frent The Defender's Washington Bureau
The Parent-Teacher Asso- two sisters, Misses Rosie and Church.
Mrs. Pauline Woods was in
gave
Cassius
a
home
town,
WASHINGTON — Speculation in Atlanta is that
ciation of South Jackson.
By CLEY W. JOINER
tNici
ese Davis; and other rela- The teachers of the city Humboldt, Tenn. Thursday to
heavyweight
for
certificate
esnentary School sponsored a tives.
Sen. Richard Russell's trip to Europe just before the world champion drawn up last
school attended the annual see an eye specialist.
The pastor. Rev. Modom
election, and silence from Sen. Herman Talmadge June by the World Boxing As- Tolover, preached at the serv- Halloween Carnival. The gymnasium was decked with ausociation (WBA).
gave the state to the Goldwater Republicans.
ices of Sand Spring A.M.E. tumn decorations picturing
Since that same WBA was
In the midst of this shocking fact of political life stripping Cassius of his world Church.
trees with lovely colored
The first Sunday was a high
In Georgia. a state that has
championship on Aug. 28 for day at the Bethlehem M.B. leaves. cornstalks, and pumpnever gone Republican since 4.000 votes in a county eon_ announcing a return fight with Church, where the pastor, kins. Mr. and Mrs. Scarecrow,
cats, witches, and bats.
said, "this
there was a two-party system sidered to be one of the deep Liston, Cassius
Rev, W. L. Nash. preached.
'certificate has come too late Brother Jimmie Boothe The mothers prepared many
of
poets
segregation.
as we knew it before the RepubIt is the county of formerl and I'll send it back to them." preached his trial sermon at tempting treats for the chillican National Convention in. segregationist
C o n g r e s s -I He added, "they don't recognize second Sunday night service* dren, including pronto pups,
hot dogs, candy, apples, popCalifornia, is the even more man James Davis, who was fit me as champion now, but all of
of Bluff Spring M.B. Church. corn, and other relishes. The
shocking fact that the Negroes nally defeated by a massive ef-Itbe Supreme Court decision de- Rev. C. E. Joiner is pastor.
fishing pond yielded many
segregating schools.
of Fulton County have elected fort of both Democratic and
Several women delivered
Republican Negroes several; Negroes in Atlanta feel the papers at the Women's Day gifts, and prizes were won
another Negro Senator to the years ago.
candy.
Before the Congress., new legislator deserves their program of the New Enon from
Georgia State Senate!
man was defeateJ, he had]support since he has always M.B. Church on the second Mrs. Oln Johnson is president of the P-TA. Prof. John
On the first Monday in Jan- managed to get a reputation for!been a Liberal.
nary, Sen. Horace Ward, an terrorizing the House District' By contrast, U.S. Represents- Sunday. Rev. Arnie Tollover L. Davis is principal of the
was
guest
speaker.
school.
Atlanta lawyer, w•-•
ill join sec- Committee Budget (the D.C.'tive Charles Weitner, who has
rind termer Sen. Leroy Johnson Governing Comm.) because of i been considered questionable, Robert McKenny and James Services for James Hermon
Lacy
had
an
accident
last
MonReid were held at Home Bapwho returned to the state legis• this time,
but "willing to learn better" alWare with 21,025 votes out of In his news conference after so received full support of the day near Coffeeville and tist Church, where Rev. T.
Grenada.
They
were
slightly
Grimes offiiciated. Burial was
a possible 24,270! His opponent his workout, Cassius sat on a Negro community.
In Denmark Baptist Church
Dr. Roy Bell, an Atlanta den- bench in mid-ring at the Boston! Rep. Weltner failed to support bruised.
Robert
was
confined
to
the
list wrested only 3,000 votes Arena annex gymnasium which Abe Civil Rights Act of 1964 un
Cemetery, with Bledsoe Fufrom Incumbent Johnson.
had been jammed by a crowd'til the bill returned from the hospital at Grenada for a few ,heral Home in charge.
Latest reports indicate that of more than 650 during thel Senate after passage for House days but is now at home and Services for Mrs. Daisy
Snowden were held in
the country is the problem in boiling.
revisions. By that time, re.ap doing fine.
Stephen-Shaw Funeral Home,
Georgia for 81 per cent of At. At the news conference Cas- ' portion ment had given him a
Miss La Verta Henderson, with Rev. T. Grimes officiatN. C. STUDENTS OBSERVE U. N. WEEK
lanta's 70,000 registered Negro sius was in good spirit because predominantly Negro district.
voters went to the polls Tues:t he had just been presented, be- And how do Atlantans feel who is working in Wymed, ing. Burial was in Blain
Three North Carolina College students
Duke University World Rule of Law ('enday.
chat with Dr. Kazimieez Grzybowski, secter. The students are, from left: Russet
Ifore the cameras, with a Man- 1 surrounded by the Goldwater Ark., spent Saturday night Chapel Cemetery.
was
held
at
WalMen's
Day
In addition, the Negroes voted Of-The-Year award by the Bar-, Republicans?
ond
from
address
left,
after
Hobson, Yorktown. Va.; Eva Bond, Windhis recent
and Sunday at the home of
nut Grove Baptist Church
in a Liberal white candidate to yard Lampoon, a campus spoof "Just as safe as if \ke were
marking the college's U.N. Week observsor, N.C.: and Lester Moore. Norfolk. V
parents, James and Per- list Sunday. The morning
her
the U.S. House of. Representa- magazine.
ance. Dr. Grzybowvki, who has written
at a revival meeting` We did
president of the NCC Political Sciena
lp
tives. He is James McKay of Bill Faversham of Louisville, our part for the Democrats!' rifle Henderson. She was to worship services were conbooks published in Polish and English. of
Club, which sponsored the observance.
ducted by the pastor, Rev. X/.
currently a member of the faculty of the
Dekalb •County, who won by Ky., head of the group sponsor- said a top native of Atlanta. return Sunday evening.
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NAACP Lawyers Fight
Miss. Beer Jail Case
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Say Top Georgia Democrats
Gave State To Republicans
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County

Tigers

the

working however Manassas was detect-

ed for having 12 players on
the field. Instead of getting
another chance, Mitchell retained possession of the ball.
Coach William "Red" Ross
As a matter of fact Manassas let two 'golden opportu- has put together a hard hitnities slip away in the final ting aggregation as Mitchell's
attest. It aptwo minutes of the game. 7-1 record will
Manassas got its first break in pears that Carver, Lester and
the final period when the Mitchell, the youngest of the
Mitchell safetyman couldn't Memphis area, teams, have
to
get out of the way of a line followed similar patterns
(MIMENIIIIIIIBIBy Bill LITTLE.111111111111Mili drive low punt. The ball maturity, All three elevens
bounded away and Manassas were able to hold their own
had been improving with each recovered.
MITCHELL UPSETS
Manassas after two years of seasoning.
The
•
game since early season losses drive gained momentum but
Because Mitchell is the only
MANASSAS
deep county team playing football,
With a narrow loss to Les- to Melrose and Carver. Mit- Mitchell held for downs
its boosters are hoping the
ter depriving them of their chell, however, was not to be in its own territory.
membership
first undefeated season the denied and was champing at
In what might have been Tigers might gain
in the Prep League. There the
Mitchell Road Tigers upset the bit to get some measure the key play for Mitchell,

N
O
HORIZON

Manassas 7-2 in a postponed of revenge after dropping
to
game last Thursday night at two
contests
lopsided
Melrose Stadium. The game Manassas the past two years.
was originally scheduled for
William Partee, Mitchell's
November 7th but reset be- all around fullback, bulled his
cause of heavy rains.
way across the goal line from
The layoff might have hurt the two yard line in the first
he Prep League Tigers wholquarter to give the Shelby

BILL SPEROS
CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH—
VALIANT
NOVEMBER PARADE

margin that proved enough
despite some late game jitters
that almost gave the game to
Manassas.

even though it cost them two
point s, James Clark was
tackled in the end zone after
retrieving a high pass from
center. Mitchell threw up an
umbrella around the passing

Tigers might run into a few
however, on
complications,
has
Mitchell
the gridiron
proved that the Shelby Countians are of age.

MELROSE vs, CRC?
When Catholic and CBC
attack that had carried Manassas to seven victories this meet for the City Championship the Terriers will be
Eldridge Mitchell, Melrose; Charles Washburn, salesman of
ALL-MEMPHIS ELEVEN—Pletured above is the' Prep Leaseason.
favored to reverse a 7-6 upBill Speros Plymouth City; Back Jim Ward, Melrose; Coach
gue All-Memphis team picked by radio station WLOK. From
Mitchell was holed in again
set loss to CRC. Regardless of
Woodruff, Carver; Back Robert Smith, Melrose;
left to right kneeling are: End Larry Stevenson, Carver;
in the last two minutes but
ends up wearing the crown,
Quarterback Bob Jones, Carver LeRoy Motion, Melrose;
Tackle Ezell Jones, Melrose; Guard Columbus Hale, MelManassas showed a little anxthe
awaits
another challenger
Coach Herman Adams, Lester; Coach Johnny Johnson, Marose; Center Fred Jones, Melrose; Guard Luther Pratcher,
iety of its own. Wilbert Trigg
winner in the wings. There is
nassas; Sportscaster Bill Terrell.
Lester; Tackle Nathaniel Walker, Lester; End Houston Chafskirted left end from the 11
true
the
for
if
sure
thing
one
fin. Manassas. Back row from the left to right are: Coach
for what the large Manassas
determined,
be
homecomming crowd thought titlists could
it would mean money in the
Quarterback Eldridge Dick- Claude Humphreys. a 6-6, 247was the clincher but a linesthe two participatfor
bank
man charged before the snap
ey engineered the game's pound Memphis-born tackle,
schools.
ing
starred both ways in the line,
and drew a five yard penalty.
longest scoring drive on a oneAccording to a spokesman
just as Smith was our offen12 PLAYERS ON FIELD
with
TD
the
for
sneak
yard
sive hero."
A stroke of luck sealed the for a local advertising firm
5:43 remaining in the opening
In the kick off return de.
triumph for Mitchell. Manas- the schools can share a $10,000
of
percentage
a
and
period. Dickey marched the partment, Smith grabbed 180
sas recovered a fumble as Mit- guarantee
The,
receipts.
game
gross
chell tried to run off the last the
Merrittmen 61 yards in 12 yards in two returns and a TD,
minute on the clock by run- proposed game can be played
Freshman placekicker Roy
plays.
Saturday
a
12th,
December
ning the ball. On the play
By EARL S. CLANTON III I short of his record set last
11Lincoln, 7-2 on the season McNeese, snapped his
night at Crump Stadium. All
boots
straight extra point
NASH VILLE — Fleet Nolan i year against Florida A&M.
schools considered for the
and 2-1 in loop play, counter- when
d his first after.
Coach John Merritt's speedpostseason classic are affiliat- Smith kept the Mid-Western
ed in the first two minutes of noon's try. He started his skein
ed with TSSAA. The latter Athletic Conference football ster took Lincoln's punt on
the second period as fullback by splitting the uprights with
organiztition is the governing race alive and thrilled 5,376 his own 16-yard maker and
next two efforts and then
Solve Your Problems ' body for schools in Tennessee fans by racing 93 yards with outraced the field to Lincoln's Gerald Woodard plunged over his
the opening kickoff as Ten- two before he was hauled down from the one. Center Gerald added a 41-yard field goal for
the
in
memberships
holding
With 3 Small, low Cost
nessee State romped 31-13 by Ezekiel Moore. From the Walker booted the extra point.:good measure. McNeese has
TSSAA.
kicked 12 of 13 extra point
Contacted about the game, over Lincoln in W. S. Hale two, setback Gene Bowens, "I thought the boys played atempts and two of three field
Real Estate Loan
Melrose Coach Eldridge Mit- Stadium last Saturday after- the game's and team's leading
goal tries in his first three colground gainer, scored with 'a tremendous defensive game,"
60 Flat Monthly Payments chell stated, "I'd be glad to noon.
Coach Merritt beamed. "My lege games.
play it for the competition it Padding the Big Blues sea- 11:27 left in the half.
Approx.
T L
Statistics
would give my boys." Melrose son's seventh, against two deCoach Merritt's charges boys were a little complacent
Mo.
Coals You
12 5
is slated for the Blues Bowl feats, Smith set up another scored all 31 points in the first on offense and it stuttered be- I First Downs
Payments
Get103 32
December 4th against Horace TD early in the second quar- half, keeping their MWAA loop cause we were trying for the ,Yards Rushing
S 500.00
$ 12.90
Mann of Little Rock, Arkan- ter with an 82-yard punt return record perfect at 2-0. The Big long gainer," he explained, Yards Passing
89 73
11,000.00
$ 23.70
that was just three yards Blues close the season with a MEMPHIAN STARS
sat
23 16
Pass Attempts
$ 34.S0
$1,500.00
loop grid contest against Ken- Coach Merritt indicated he
S 45550
10 7
$2,000.00
Passes Completed
State
for
tucky
Homecoming was pleased with the entire
eissmaimasi••••••••••••••••••••il
S 56.20
52,500.00
3 2
• Thanksgiving Day.
team by saying, "This was a Intercepted
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
$110.82
$5,000.00
4 1
great first-half effort, and Fumbles Lost
'TREMENDOUS GAME'

A&I Beats Lincoln
In First Half,31-1

NEED MONEY?

Thinking of buying a compact car? Good. Obviously
we don't have to tell you how economical most
compacts are to operate, or how their prices start lower
than the "big ones"... you've probably checked
...
those practical things already.

Be Wise! Choose

Slate Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

Mr. Charles Washburn,
Appreciates th• business his many
friends & customers Wave given
him during the year 1964, hoping
that 1965 models, will service
you as always.
Watch our Parade of Plymouth,
Chrysler, Valiant, each week during the month of November.
Yours truly,

Charles Washburn

BILL SPEROS

a
ii

•
•
•
•

CAR WASH $

ill

Sat. or SUIL $1.25

•
111

Set. Ow 14.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open il &M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

a
IN
•
a
•
•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
a
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Plemiss•••••••••••••■•••••••••••E

'tis the season to crow a little
Old Crow has been the inspired gift
bourbon for 129 years. Most mellow
and tasty and very smooth.This year,
the No.1Favorite comes in a festive
holiday wrap.Old Crow...great to give,
great to get.

Edgar Towns

Robert Burrow

America's most-gifted Bourbon

525-0581

t309 UNION AV.

A-1 USED CARS
FROM

HULL DOBBS

.
• Niftygifty

We thank you for your patronage and hope
that we may be able to service you even
better. Won't you,

•
•

1961
1961
1960
1963
1959
1958
1963
-1963
1962
1961

FORD F.L. 500 2 D.
R.H., Like New.

1. BIRD, Solid Red, Red Leather
Interior, Full Power &

PONT. Star Chief, 4 Dr. Sedan,
Fully EquiPp., Power & Air .

0780

C•aa•

OLD
CROW

$1095
$2695
s1395

86
PROOF

Sed",
Power & Air 4 Dr.. V-8'$2095
CtY.Squire
Equipped,
FORD
FORD Wagon, 9 Pass., Fully
Equipped, Power & Air
CADILLAC 4 Dr., NT., 60 Special
Full, Equipp., Power & Air
FORD 4 Dr. Sedan, Autorn.
R.H., Power Steering.
CHEV. Beloir 4 Dr., R.H
2700 Actual Milet
FORD Gal. 4 Dr Sedan
Auteuil, Power & A 1 i...
COMET Wagon 4 Dr
Factory Equipped .

$795
1095
395
$1995
.$1495
$995

OLD CROW

$1

Auteuil.

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

Eddie Rooks

homas Morgan

ICITITIICAY rriumert
NOUILBON WHIMSY
01

••• •• tee. p.n.ow ••••

Mitt tor it,
Vrillerf!TRW IONINIIMilff NMI totem WW1 Alt parrinenomott85,

WONT.rt

"JOIN
THE STAG
E"
LIN
Distributed by
A. S. Barboro, Inc.
119 St. Paul Street
q‘oce1C 4 Zeatct*

Sam- /S77

71,
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PLAYER OF THE WEEK—Raymond Webb, senior halfback
of Manassas High school, holds the Bill Speros Chrysler.
Plymouth "Player of the Week" award which he received
for his performance in 32-13 win over Booker T. Washington Warriors. Webb scored 13 points in the game. .

Varsity Squad Will
Face'Tough' Alumni
LeMoyne's Magicians open
their schedule on the night of
Dec. 1, going against the college's well-balanced alumni
five on the Bruce Hall floor.
This stands to be one of the
toughest local contests of the
season because the former LeMoynites are convinced they
can handle the college's present varsity crew,
Former LeMoyne cage standouts training with the alumni
outfit are Sam Parks, Willie
Herenton, Chester Collins,
Marvin Doggett, Robert Nelson, Charlie Williams, Verties Sails, Cleophus Owens,
Edward Thornton and Curtis
Mitchell. Coming from Chicago to team up with this aggregation is Robert Hambric
who starred four. years with
the Magicians.

Jaguars Spoil Season
For
or Rattlers,43-20

TRADING POST SPECIAL
Bedroom Sui1es105°

MONTH

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— •—

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. 4
4

•Swivel Platform Rocker
•23 inch TELEVISIONS
•Radio and Record Player
Combination
Anything You Need
FOR YOUR HOME
• LAMPS
•HEATERS
• REFRIGERATORS
392 Scott

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly_

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis. Tennesee

Classified Ads. .

NO DOWN PAYMENT
TERMS TO SUIT YOU!

MAIDS. GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LlVE-114 JOBS. $35-55 PER WK.
FARE ADVANCED
HAROLD EMPIAILMENT AGENCY
11111X 21
T.YNIII((H)K. N. Y.

Houses For Sale

• WASHERS
• DRYERS
• DINETTES
327-5333
327-9696

1663 NETRERWOOD
100 PER CENT fi. I.

NOTES $102.00
in
Absolutely more for the money
home

this lovely brick Tri-Plax
with hardwood fin. 220 wiring.
Large basement over I Yu) sq. feet.
Carport and garage.
Upsta inn A ;As
Private cot. One of the lovely
homes In Glenvie, alreao appraised at $13,500.
HOME PLUS INCONIE
CALL TO SEE
no; TRADE

Crit Currie • Co. Realtor., iatti
N. Holloway, Mak Knight.
Call to net more number home
685-6930.

Office

327-4181,.

Just born...and just like daddy
Meet a chip off the old block — Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty."
The newest and smartest half-pint bottle in the'business
Just like me,he holds world-famous Gilbey's Gin ...
the mild,dry gin that never lets you down."Li'l Frosty"
is the kind of bottle you'll want to invite to your table.
Do it next time and see how he cheers up your circle.

Help Wanted

Houses For Sale

1964
DODGE
CONVERTIBLES

new /
1
2-pint bottle
of Gilbey's Gin.

SAVINGS OF SEVERAL
HUNDRED DOLLARS

Special Services
Lee Family Day Care
942-4523

1143 or 357-2775.

Apts. For Rent

SEI1VICI
T
0
CIRAON VAN Mote. t,a price, 390-4237 or 397-2810

TWO FURN. ROOMS. $5 S $7 WE.
Single man or woikIng woman. U•te
'of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a peison on welfare or lathed by
me.. cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. HI. Schl. No. 4 or 8 1Walkell
Bus Line. 547 Dutio. JA 8-11115.

Apts. For Rent

Jobs walling M&M Arty. 201 Post
MAIDS - N.Y. to PM wk. Tickets sent TWO FURN. ROOMS, $6 & $7
Ate. Weatbury. N.Y.
Single man or working woman. Inn
,,f titilitie, A telephone. Can arrange
I,, a person on welfare or retired by

WANTED

ran., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &

Two teachers: i Mole or Female. For Illtr. T. 111 Schl. No. 4 or 8 fWalkerl
educational work In spare time. 1,111 Bus Line 547 Dutro. JA 6-0176.
not interfere with present activities.
Reply to: Teachers, Box 311
'Sri-State Defender

For Sale Misc.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

01. EVERS
too numerous to meatlon. Direct from

FOR SAT.E: Jeeps 664 50. boots 16.10
'typewriters $4.15, airplanes 572.20
autos farm tractors, and many Other.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRISTATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

EXECUTIVE CARS &
COMPANY
DEMONSTRATORS

to Blaketag Surplus, P.O. Box 223,
Memphis. Tenn., 38101.

IN BEAi No moans
down. T,ow rates. Cali Molaindro Penny Realty Company, 357-1143, 35S-

Address

Ask for me,
'Li'! Frosty"

FOR SALE: Jeeps $84.50. boats $6.18.
Typewriters $4.15, airplanes $72.20.
autos, farm tractors, and many other.
too numerous to mention. Direct front
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy In your state. lend
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory

OWN YOUR OWN ITOMB
tiful La kewood Garden

Name

CHUCK
HUTTON CO.

U.S. Government. For Complete direet•
ory where to buy in your state, send
51.0U, or $1.75 for national directory
to Blakstag Surplus. P.t). Box 223
Memphis, Tenn.. 381(11.

ATHAN'S

N

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

fl

LOAN UFFIcE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 8. 178 BEAL STREET IA 6-5300

FEMALE HKLP WANTED
alert; reprementatty* for Chicago agency. 17 No.
State EL. Sidle 1320. ChMago 2 DI
Attractive. intelligent,

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

FULLY EQUIPPED • SOME
AIR CONDITIONED

Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Mictdgan Ave., Chicago 10616,
Illinois.

See or Call One of Our
Courteous Dodge Boys
1170
UNION AVE.
• 275-8143

NOTICE

A. G. PEEK

JAMES GORDON

ALL

Coach Jerry Johnson appears pleased with his 1964-65
edition of Magicians and believes he will have two dependable fives when opening
date rolls around.
STARTERS
At the moment, he more
than likely would start two
seniors and three sophomores
with James Gordon, senior,
and Marion Brewer, sophomore, at the forwards; George
Fed, sophomore, at center,
and Captain Monroe Currin,
senior, and James Sandridge,
sophomore, at guards.
Giving Sandridge a battle
for the guard post however is
a freshman, Tyronne Battle
from Philadelphia, Pa. Gordon is from Louisville, Ky.,,
Currin from Halls, Tenn., Fed'

C. Weeks, unidentified player, Tommy Madden, trainer;
and Coach Odell Nathaniel. On back row, same order, are
Ladell Gladney, Maurice Love, Phineas Wells, Charles Hill,
Arthur Shipp, A. Brooks, H. Brooks, Ernest Parish, and
Jerry Wilburn, statistician. (B. T. McChristian Photo)

final period, but Southern's
It was if they sensed the stun- turn by Andrew Green.
from Pointiac, Mich., and
MOORE LEADS
ning upset.
Ken Savage wrapped it up for
Brewer and Sandridge are
I
Memphians.
Charlie Moore led Southern, the Jaguars as he plucked off
Three plays after rookie end
Johnson's No. 2 squad at the
a in that second quarter blitz a wayward pass thrown by
o Brady Epps recovered
moment more than likely'
Florida fumble on the 12- that sewed the game up. Morand, and rambled 45 yards
would include Jimmy Char!,
yard line of the Eattlers, Moore slashed over from two to score. Huddleston fougtqa
ton, senior forward from
lead. Fresh- yards out. Johnson sneaked his way into the end zone for,.
'
up with six, then punched Southern took the
By BENNIE THOMAS
Roosevelt,
•
Syracuse,
N.Y.;
forwardlBATON
quarterback Willie John- over from the one, but it was the two pointer after his re.
ROUGE,
across three big second quart- man
Shelton, sophomore
terrific 87-yard kick-off re- ceivers were covered on a
Showing utter disregard for er scores along with two extra son hit end Frank Pitts with a
of Memphis; McKinley Jones,'the undefeated and nationally points to lead the Rattlers at a two-yard touchdown pass turn for a touchdown by contemplated pass play.
freshman center from Pontiac, ranked status of Florida A the half by a 27-12 margin.
to give Southern a quick lead. David Huddleston that dam- Florida came into the game
the pened the spirit of the Rat- third ranked by the AssociatClayton booted
Mich. or Thomas Harding, & 3,,i, Southern University Southern came up with John
tlers. Moore got his second ed Press in its National
sophomore center from Indi- smashed the Rattlers 43-20 eight points in the third per- point.
anapolis, Ind.; Paul Lowery, here in University Stadium iod, then completed the rout Florida bounced back with touchdown on a one yard Poll of small colleges, and
blast in the third quarter to United Press International had
senior guard from New Brigh- last Saturday afternoon.
with a fourth quarter touch- a touchdown but missed the stretch the Jaguars lead to
the Rattlers ranked in Fourth
ton, Pa. and Ralph Newkirk,
other
Rattlers
The
conversion.
converscartwo
point
Jaguars
down
and
a
The fired up
35-12.
place on the strength of a six
freshman guard from Philaed seven points in the first sion. Despite the pouring rain, first half score came' in the
delphia, Pa,
Florida tallied again in the, victories without a defeat.
quarter while Florida came the crowd refused to disperse. quarter on a 57-yard punt reOther members of the squad
are Sidney Weathers, freshman from Louisville, Ky.;
James Watson, junior of Memphis; Ronnie Hooks and Willie
Parks, Memphis freshmen.

CALLING

MONROE CURRIN,

Satterfield and Roosevelt Fuller. Kneeling behind group is
trainer George Murphy. Standing from left are Principal
Oliver Johnson, Asst. Coach David Bond, Tommy Phillips,
Bobby Boyd, Percy Harvey, Louis Gary, Phillip Johnson,
Curtis "Slim" Mayfield, Curtis Hickman, Bennie Graham,

JUNIOR LEAGUE CHAMPIONS—This year's Junior League champions are members of the Lincoln Junior High
school football team with a perfect 7-0 season. Seated on
front row from left are Freddie Hamlett, Hairl Morris,
Charles Brooks, Charles Brown, Rudolph Holmes, "Mule"

EXPER. BABY SUTER

PRODUCT Of {ES 11. • strain) LONDON DRY OM • 90 P000r •100% 655101 NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W IA 611.111.110. • 0151179101f D

Pr Nil

it ntentifin Pennant, rnmoior

NEEDS WORK
Neat in appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 14
AM to 5 P.M. Mrs..iadie Askew
IOW IR. my
91841649

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS- CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

•

